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PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 19, 1907

•
TEN CENTS PER WEEK

ILLINOIS CENTRAL MEDING IS Who is Going to Handle the Funds and Who is doing ENORMOUS ADVANCE OF BANK
GROWING TEDIOUS, AND THE to Get Benefit From Money Spent? Questions That BUSINESS IN PADUCAH LAST
STOCKHOLDERS ARE LEAVING are Causing Some Friction Among Democrat Workers WEEK MANIFESTS CONDITION
Harriman Chooses John J. Mitchell to Succeed Stuyvesant
'Fish on Board of Directors—
Would Like to Go to New
York. But Can Not Get Away

HOW REPUBLICANS This Man Sells Milk to 147 Customers Clem Whittemore Has I nstrucro, it For Eugene
ESTIMATE RESULT and All But Two of Them Read The Sun tioos
Graves. While Local Heelets
Think A. L. Harper Should
OF THE ELECTION
Get a Look in—Salvage is
"I have 147 ctisionlers and only two of them take the NeesDemocrat," said J. H. Walters dairyman of Lone Oak, who is advertising In The Sun the condition of his milk as shown by the dairy
enspectoes test, alteough the full official test is published in the
News-Democrat at the city's expense.
"I wish the people to see how the test stands," is the reason
given by Mr. Walters for paying for a 10-inch ad in The Sun to supplement the obscure publication of the city's official acts.
Mr. Waiters; is one of three dairymen, who stand at the top of
the list in the test. When he came into The Sun office he said:
"It wus published in the News-Democrat an
I spoke to
my
customers about it. They did not know anything.iabout it. Then I
canvassed my whole list, and discovered that only' two of the 147
read the News-Democrat. That publication doesn't do nee any good.
I wish the people to see the report. You publish that test and I
will pay for it.''
This is a reproduction of the lit-inch display ad. Mr. Walters
is running in The Sun, so the people can see It:

Whole Directorate of Ileinze's
Bank Forced to Resign Before Ridgely Would Accept
Presidency—Copper king
'Without Friends.

All They Expect to Save Out

The managers of the Republican
of This Election
HIS Assrrs
state
campaign have, within the last
SITFWIENT
PROXIES ARE
NOT FINISHED
few days. received carefully prepared
teports from every county in Kentuck. and if the flgures aent In are l
AFFAIRS .eltle IN A TURMOIL
Hunk dealing, for Week
10475,1gi
Chicago, Oct. 19.—Monday night anywhere near correct, a landslide is
Sante period 111.11 year,
7211.979
Democoming
against
.Hager
the
anti
the
Harriman
as
is fixed by E. H.
Increase.
150.202
probable time for the completion of cratie •state ticket.
(.'areiul estimates are given below
-- • , *
the examination 'awl verification of
Not wlthstauding the almost panOne of the most amusing political
proxies that will be allowed to vote of the figures from each of the conicky cenilltlims in New York city and
squabbles in the strange hlatory of
gressional districts. This table gives
in the Illinole Central election.
local politics is about to be started it.
other Inulo. centerS. where battled
Chicago, Oct. 19 —The meeting of the minimum Hepubtieste
majority
the Democratic camp over the choice
have failee, Padiaelth bank clearings
the stockholders of the Illinois Cen- and-the maximum Democratic majorshow a phenomenal increase over ia-t
of salvage. They have given up hope /
tral railroad was again postponed un- ity expeeted from each of the conIn Ow Revert of
year and all lines of businees has
of electing the entire ticket, and Hardi 2:30 Saturday fteruoon.No ac- greet:do:tat districts. The figures of
rison's chances Of election are -growben eminently satisfavtory.
SEPTEMBER MILK TESTS
tion of any kind was taken. The de- the chronic optimists have been
A number of large real estate deals
ing less daily, but they do hope to;
Published by Dr, Ed P. Farley,
lay was caused by the inability of the thrown aside and nothine given exsave something, and what to save is i
hate been made, while dealers say
Meat, Milk and Live Stock Inspector
committee on proxies to present its cept what has been careftely escheatthat there is a great demand for
the question over which they are, P ... '
e.•
,.
J. H. WALTERS,
report.
ed as the lowest that can be expected
quarreling.
small twines by wage earners. The
i ,
ee
le
i.
When the stockholders met yester- for the Republican state ticket.
DAIRYMAN.
Perhaps. if the local politicians hadi fee
property that has changed hands Jot
day the committee had only reached
The estimates by districts follow:
inc the year has inVariatol) so:d at
their way entirely there wouldn't
,
be et"
I.
HEADS THE LIST
the letter "He and at that had eonRep
Dew.
touch trouble, but the interference ot se''
coo.1 advances.
as follows:
S.1)
00
,
sidered merely domestic proxies. None First district
the state machine, whet seat Clem
The interurban rails ay nne from
/
4
5
per
cent
FATS
2 ore)
of those received front abroad had Second district
Whittemore, of Mayfield and FrankPaducah to Mayflehl, the plans for
SOLIDS
ls per es-lit
1,000
been touched. The delay became irk- 'third nistrict ,
fort, here to manage things, has cumwhich are already matured and the
W'ATER
32 per cent
;sheeted the situation and handicap- VICE PRESIDENT
building of the line assurre. has been
some to Harriman who said today Fourth district
3.i00
CHARLES
o (absorbing iuterest to hasiness men
that it was necessary for him to he in Fifth district
ped those 'leaders." who usually ma8,000
Only two other dairies test as high.
FAIRBANKS.
who are well aware that the belittle::
nipulate
party
affairs
to
suit
theli
New York on Monday, but he did not Sixth district
1,500
Mr. Walters' dairy at Gone Oak is conducted on the strictest sanown ends.
of stack a line means meet to the
,see how he could leave Chi .ago be- Seventh district
4,900
itary lines; modern and up-to-date in every particular. Mr. Walters
In the first place. Whittemore'
material welfare of the vie.
fore the conclusion of the stoekhold- FAghth district
1.00-0
can serve a few more patrons If they will kindly notify- him at once.
main duty is to pull Eugene Graveera meeting.
Ninth district
J. If. WALTERS.
out of the mire. That IS One reason
It was officially
hoe
anntunced
Heard Hemigers.
by Tenth district
OLD PHONE 1:157. fling 4.
DAIRYMAN, LONE OAK.
4w hy speakers front a distance are
New York, Oct. 19.—As a condiPresident Harahan
that John J. Eleventh district
17,000
•
being sent over the county. Then,
tion precedent to assisting the MerMitchell, president of the Illinois
too, in order to Insure the certainty
cantile- National bank, of which FredTrust and Savinga bank of this city
Tots' Rep. majorities. • .. 27,8041
that the state campaign funds ar,
will be Harriman's candidate for the
erick Augustus Heinze was president
Total Dew majorities.... :19.500
being spent on Eugene, it is conseiheel yesterday:
directorship now held by Fish. Both
. the New York clearered wise at Frankfort to let tlii, r
to confer with Mitchell who is a perhouse committee this afternoon
8.300
Net Rep. majority
own man, IA'hittemore, handle the
1;*. manded the resignation of its elisonal friend of both the men. They
It is cheeped that in ntany districts
money here. Local politicians hay..
de. board of directors. The demand
were at the bank at the same time these estimates represent the very
swallowed their pride in strangline
was immediately compile] with and
but they did not meet.
worst that nnay be expected for the
gulps several times since Clam butted
the following prominent financiers re.
The elay on reaching a vote on Republican ticket.
ea: but thiel is getting to be too much
After a etely aeasion in the coun- singed
thr
directors has caused many of the
all. say in the affairs of
In the Fifth district, Louisville
for them.
cil chamber this morning the joint
smell etoeltholders to abandon the Sense is the very loweet estimate
Then, tore they have other fish to street committee stood pat on Its
meeting. Not over fifty were preeent made by anyone for A. E. Willson
Charles W. Morse. E. R. Thomas,
fry. If they can't elect the whole former recommendation for the imal the meeting and the large number Many careful observers gay that Willticket, they have their choice of provement of First -street bewteen William ie. Carlton, Edward T. Jeffery, Stanley GlIfford, Chester Glass
of those who attended the opening son cam tot get less than 10,000 le
New Orleans. La.. Oct. 19.—An atIn William (Belt Baker, Paducah whom to save, and the choice of that Broadway and Washington street and
session have already left .for their Louisville. and ought to get over 12,little
coterie
that
makes
polities
serve an ordinance will he intrpeueed ta P. Thames, Miles M. O'Brien, Dick
tempt to arrest a negro who was dis- boasts of the most unique animal fan
homes.
tete. in the Eleventh dlierict 17,00.0 turbing the peace of the vicittity of der in the stair, if not in the coun- Its businees ends, considers A. L. Har- provide for the paving of the street S. Ramsay, F. Augustus Heiner, Wilfor Willson is censidered eonservative the Second German Presbyterian try. Baku- has been before the pub- per, candidate for city attorney, more the full width and the laying of side- liam Skinner, Max H. Schultz. Seth
M. Milliken. Arthur P. Heinze, John
as the dletrict has gone 20,000.
Nee Shower Bath Enjoyed.
church, on Claiborne and Annette lic many times because of his many important to them than the catfdidate walks on the east side. The street
On the other baud, the estimates streets, tonight at 8 o'clock, precipe unusual acquisitions. The latest is a for the legislature, and they protested was paved on the west tilde and curb- F. Kehoe, Warner Van Norden. BenLast night members of the Heigh
rehool football squad initiated the above of Democratic male:lees in he tated a riot, and several fatalities snake. Baker now has a box of to concentrate their efforts on Mr. ing laid along the tracks of the Illi- jamin Nicoll, Harry F. Morse, Robert
Thompson.
hh
eoaunt
. nois Central. Property owners, par- M..rT
hew shower bath just completed in First, Fourth and Seventh districts have occurred already. Officer Rob- snakes. He did not know just why Harper.
Mr. Whittemore went to Louisville ticularly the Southern Peewit comcemeut that the resigthe basement of Washington school are considered liberal.'
ert Cambion
was instantly killed. he bought them, but »imputes he did
They held final practice last night.
Sergeant Joseph M. Wheatley is fa- it because they went with the "other yesterday to report to headquarters pany, on the east side, complained nation of the directorate of the Meron conditions in McCracken county, that they...could not get over the cantile National bank had 'been detally wounded. Corporal James M. truck" he bought.
end following the work eujoyed the
and it is understood that some real, tracks with loaded wagons. At the manded followed a conference boDunn
Wenek
were
and
Officer
Ernest
bath.
"luring the fall races a snake show
live 'native Paducahan will follow him meeting this morning A.1-1. Egan and twen members of the clearing house
seriously wounded.
exhibited at the fair grounds under I
to Louisville and report, so as to he Mr. J. T. Donovan. represented the committee and Comptroller of the
The
was
received
from
complaint
tent.
The
proprietor
did
not
do well, sure that everything is reported.
Drutnniers Banquet Tonight.
Minot* Central. B.- H. Scott, Mr. Currency William B. Ridgely.
the
and
vicinity
of
the
church,
and
Officer
had
to
sell the tent. He carried
Paducah council No. 299. isnited
Langetaff, Mr. Mitecoe Burnett, of the
keno direction that he might look
Camh4on went to investigate.
He the. snakes in a grip to a nearby town
Commercial Travelers of America.
Rush
water company, and other interested could F. Augustus Winze see any
found a crowd of negroes creating a and made enough Money exhibiting
will give a big banquet tonight at
parties were present, with attorneys signals of sympathy or aid in Wall
disturbance, and when he tried, to ar- them in show windows as advertisethe Palmer House. and covers for 100
for both sides. All parties agreed to street. He has been a merciless
rest
one
of
them
the
negro
killed
him.
ments
to
get
back to Paducah. where
will be laid. Mr. Charles De Woe
fighter all his life, and he is in a land
Establishment of a library in the bear their share of the expense.
The negroes then entered the house he said them to Baker. They are now
then will he toastmaeter. Those who
without mercy. He has been caught,
of one of thir number, and when po- on his farm on the Hinkley:111e road. Paducah Illinois Central hospital is
will respond to toasts are G. B. Van
as many others have been caught.
being
considered
by
directors,
and
a
reittforeement
arlice
arrived,
defied
WilScott,
Horn, Lexington; John R.
A few of Baker's unique posseshis loans have been calltil and his
Richmond, Va., Oct. 14.—The so rest. They were armed with rifles, sions are:
liam T. Hardy. C. E. Renfro. Louis
Eight snake*, one per- decision will be reached at the nest
stock
has been hammered; but he has
be
hell
in
Tle
,
meeting
to
November.
pistols
and
maintained forming Shetland pony, which drinks
W. Bartlett and Harry Livingston. of lection of Rev. Edward Jenefings shotgunK and
this advantage- --his resources are
the city. Paducah council was organ- Knight, of lrenton, N. J.. to take a regular fusillade on the officers.
at the bar: five _trained. goats. two ot matter we's suggested .aesterday durgreat
mit and he can stand hard chastisetat needing of the board by
ized last winter and has grown won- charge of the missionary district of
The place was surrounded, and them being tree climbers: four edu• ing a spedDr.
D.
Murrell,
hu't
definite
G.
action
derfully. This Is the first big social western Colorado. the organization whenever a black head appeared it rated roosters: an educated monkey:
Georgeteen. Ky., Oct. 19.---(SpeOne tiee little jolt given hint Was a
feature ever attemptel by the coun- of a hoard of missions, ci•eattion of a was made a target for half dozen a trick mule and two perforating postponed pending work of a com- cial.)-- The
Kentucky synod
ad- formai notice that he MUM get out of
mittee on investigation.
cil.
guns.
of
police
was
dogs.
A
large
force
journed today.
committee to draft a cation regardWinchester is the the Mercantile National bank in the
hurried to the scene.
Baker gained notoriety once as e
next fleeting place.
interest of the batik.
ing suffragan bishops, refusal of the
A company of local militia‘111ch mushroom raiper. but tried to raft
I. C. Man Is Hurt.
house of deputies to consider its poWashington, Ott 19 -compt roller
Thomas Donaldeon, 31 years old, a sition as-to the standard Bible, and happened to be, drilling in front of toad stools to his mushrooms as pert
Hendersene Strike.
boiler maker employed in Paducah a host of other alto marked the dos- police headquarters, were dispatched ment and ruined his mushroom bed.
Henderson. Ky.. Oct. 19.--(Spe- of Currency Ridge]) thie aftermion
The funeral of .Judge Lorenzo Dow
He also started a crawfish pond, amid
Illinois Central shops. Wes seriously ing hours of the great triennial con- on 11 run te the place of the r12t.
ciale—The street car strike
be declined to aereutethe precedency of
The riot ended after an hour and a won distinction in crawfish breeding. HllSballdli Was held yeetieday after- settled by the company as a compee the Mercantile National bank of New
Injured yesterday afternoon by an vention of the Protestate. Episcopal
half's 'siege of the house by the ponoon at 3 o'clock at the fend!), home mtge. The union is recognized, but York.
was church.
explosion of oil. Dons.dson
on Jefferson street. Time spacious Superintendent 'Lytle is to stay. A
working about a "motor." which is
The house -hoe nicht treed against lice. The officers routed the nigroee
rooms were filled and many repo- slight Increase in wages Is graevel
.'blow furnace with gaso:lhe for fuel permitting the use of the tevieed ver- by burning them out. mortally ivound
Begun at lienten.
professional abet strike leadms will be fired.
seutative business and
Circuit Judge William !teed
esed to heat flues. The o11 got fouled sion of the Bible in church services log one and emceeing many others.
Patrolman Cambior4 was killed by
turned from Benton .'serday after
The lineup of the High school and men stood in the yard to pay the last
in the feed pipe and Doeeldson pre- and also adopted an amendment, to
arranging to plat 1,. at.i.', of ground
pared to clear it. wheu suddenly the execution deelaring the King a knife thrust, and his body lay for a Hopkinsville teams this afternoon is: respeces to a man who wt.; universalFamily Quarrel,
considerable time- In front of the barthere Was an explosion wet the boiler James version the standard.
Danville, Ky., Oct. 19.— f Specieet he owns on the eee-kire f letoon
High Scheel G. Meth, c: W. ly honored. The Rev. W. E. Cave, of
Dr. Feriae. of New York, read the ricaded house, no one.dering to mos' Rock, I. g.: G. Ipirton. I. t.; C. Ep the First Presbyterian church, con- --Wiillabi Rice a as killed by- his
maker was enveloped in a sheet of
About half an hour after his perheimer. r. t.; E. Cave. r.
flame. 011 had ignited from a lamp. report of the committee on a board R.
sother-inesw. Frank (7hapmate Om a
It.; G. ducted the funeral , assisted by the
and Donaldson's face war burned of missions, to Serve three years. death a small detail of police made a Elliott. I. h., captain; le Litftenberg, Rev. David C. Wright, of Grace Epis- fierily
house,
half
rush
upon
the
tnore
than
eine arm also was burnee. He was George P. Thomas, of Pennsylvania,
f. b.: W. Wilhelm. 1. e.: C. Reader. copal church. 'The burial was at Oak
failiug to the pavement, shot r, e.; J. Tucker, q. b.: G. Scott, r. g.; Grove cemetery and the floral offer1
taken to the Illinois Cenral hospital was re-elected treasurer of the board. of them
Killed By Explosiion.
Cleveland, 0., 0 . 19
E. H. Solt*
behind the windows. H. test. sub.: .1. Cochran, sub.
ings were of unusual beauty and in
and soothing lotions were applied adn Rev. Arthur S.eLloyd secretary. by the negroes
Louisville. Oct. 19.-- (SPeciale
Irn is suffering from injery Inflicted
to
shelter,
The
pollee
were
driven
Rev. Dr. Wilmer, of Georgia, a
Later he Was able to go home and
Edward Robinson. JO years old, was during tile grave yard Keene in "HamHopkinsvii!l. C.: Long. I. large number.
carrying the wounded with them.
deputy, rIsIng to a question of pereel be confined for some time.
killed and Richard—Ferguson. a saw • let." Last night. when ho threw
Felten& r. I.; Earle,
Abbete r.
THE WEATHER.
sonal privilege, declared that he had
Yer, fatally injured and. two other: himself down on the mend beside
I. t.; Dabney, 1. e.: J. Breethitt, I. e.:
never said, as reported, that "the
seriously hurt by —the explosion of a Ophelia's grave, a
Sewer Estimates.
Jim Breathitt. q. b.. captain; Mearusty eat' pierced
saw mill re Brooks Station.
On account of various delays, the Bible Is the most fruitful source of
(ham% I. h.: Techenor, f. h.; Cravens,
life hind.
the
world."
in
infidelity
Thomas
estimates due
Bridges' Sons
r. h.; Meter. sub.; R. Meacham, sub
An epidemic of measles in county
What he said was that'calling the
for the construction of the sewer sysBrother be Arrested.
tem In district- No. '2, have not yet Bible the word of God is the ruoct schools has cut down the attendance
Louisville, Dee 19.—f Special.)- been issued. The work was cone fruitful souree of infidelity In the the last week to less than one-half
Frank Stocknieyer. an ()Id wan. Was
•
—
—
Ileted and aceepted by the city about se odd."
Mend dying at his home. His dell
the enrollment, and Mamie district
Robberies in Paducah Illinois Cenhe said, contained the
The Bibl
the first of September, and the estiwas crushed. His pet dog was flee
school No. 17, had to close down.
tral yards continue. The latest vicmates should have been ready to word of God.
keeled. 'His brother Was arrested.
----Other 'districts affected are Reidland,
tims are Joseph M. Ward and Ira
or
then,
contractor
turn over to the
Street cot liVI' I 111114 1- 1:- by a 12district No. 5, and Woodville. district
Wallace. members of the pile driver
at least within a few days thereafter
piece brass band, and the burning of
No, 26.
crew, while they were asleep in the
The property owners have enjoyed
much red fire attracted a crowd of
ear at Tennessee street crossing. The
the benefit of the delay, but Bridges
Democratic speakers 'secured to imdoor was bolted. hut the thief floutprotests vigorously that It is hard on
prove the voting public with the sere
Foreman
Councilman
AI
returned
Cincinnati. 0., Oet.
aged to slip the bolt. Ward's and
him. However, the estimates are to
Due tight now being madefor mutedlast night front Defiance, O.. where
Wallace's trousers hung close tobe 'ready without fall during the next $1.'04; corn, 68%; oats, e5.
pal offices. Speeches were made by
he had been on business. and stated
Mayfield. Ky.. Oct. 19. (Spectate—
gether some distance . from their
week or ten days and they will be
Circuit Judge William Reed. County
that
he
felt
the
trembling
of
the
kfter balloting since Wednesday at
bunks.-and the thief went through
Snowing oil Lakes.
Presented to property owners for pay
Attorney Albeit Barkley, Police Judge
earth when the Dupont powder mills
them
first. From Wallace he secured
Sault Ste. Marie, Nileh.. Oct. 19.- - noon with intermissions now and then D. A. Cross. the Rev. W. T.'Boiling,
ment in cash at once. So those liable
eteptefted at Fontenae. Ind., but at the
for theee assessments should be pre- Snow is falling over the upper lakes for other business, the fiscal court CapetW. C. Clark. Attorneys W. A
did not know what caused it. 83 vents and front Ward 48 cents.
today, accompanied by high wind elected as'county physician Dr. J. C Berne J. S. Rose, Col. Gus G. Single
pared. ,
Ile, Wag riding on a train withet-200 It is though that the thief wss frightwhich has created the eleaviese sea leullivite of buteln.
ton and several nthere. The meeting
miles of the scene When he tett the ened- away by tine of the sleepers stn..:
Magistrate W. iL Aettedmi wegeeleet Meted Iwo ileurs,,Alitd gutetterte treed
•
Tbit Herne Mielattle Societe of the o the year. All bre is ate tering nit
earthquake 4IstiaeU,. Altbolligile the firm sa, he-41rDPVe4 the trousers on
Trimble Street Methodist church will here,- waiting for better eletelfhlo, ed poor bowie colentlietioner for two a solid Denuterattc vote for the ticket,
tree! ,Was at the time in motion, it the floor and left untouched $50 tu
Generally fair tonight and Sunday. was not until he reached Clneitti Ward's watch pocket, and $56 in
meet. Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock There have been no wrecks reported years. The newel court adjourned The speakers impressed voters with
without electing a eounty printer.
wan/Lees trouser*.
Rising temperature.
from dile end of Lake Superior.
ith Mrs. George !inner.
the seriousness of the eituatton.
that be learned the cause.

WILL PAVE FIRST
STREET AND LAY
EAST SIDEWALK

BAKER HAS SNAKES
POLICE KILLED
ATTEMPTING TO TO ADD TO QUEER
ARREST NEGROES
ZOO COLLECTION

KINGJAMES VERSION
IS STANDARD BIBLE

Episcopalians
Business
At Closing Hours of
Meeting.

LIBRARY IN 1. C. HOSPITAL.

KENTUCKY NOTES

JUDGE HUSBANDS'FUNERAL

FOOTBALL LINE-UP.

SOTHERN'S HURT HAND

MEASLES IN SCHOOL.

THIEF IN I. C. YARDS.

BRASS BAND AND RED
FIRE GOT AN AUDIENCE

QUEER SENSATION.

Grain Market.

GRAVES FISCAL COURT.

_
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PADUCAH EVENING SUN.,
-

EVERY ONE ADMIRES
the tailor-made man. if he has an
absence of style about him the
artistic tailor gives it to him
want to look like a
When you
gentleman and a man of good taste
let us make you a Prince Albert or
cutaway suit, or an evening dress
suit or overcoat, and you will know
that no man in Paducah is in better
style or better dress than you are

WORKINGMEN ARE SPLENDID FOR
THEATRICAL
LIVING IN STYLE
THE OLD FOLKS ?it

NOTES

At

The Kentucky

"Faust" Tonight.
Porter J. White will present hit
Average American Faires Bet- Prescription to Relieve Bladder sersiou of "Faust" at The Kentucky
The entire production is
tonight.
an queen ElizaTrouble Which Anyone Can liberally staged by Mr. White with
ter Al
special scenery, properties, electrical
beth Did
Mix by Shaking Vell
apparatus, etc., for each act.. The
story of Faust is the embodiment
Bottle
of a most remarkable system of be' H. M. DALTON,
lief which found its culmination in
secretary %Alison, of tgricalture,
With Warren, the. jeweler.
the Middle Ages. What the effect of
Goes Sonie information About
s Great Barlow
ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS.
such a production, hampered though
Our Conditioeue
it were by the insufficient stage effects
of those days, must have had on an
Oc.;tober
audience" which faithfully believed in
You all know them—a houseput in some safe witchcraft and actual demoniac pos
and
out
this
Cut
•
hold vkird.
THE POLICY OF PROTECTION.
place, for it is valuable and worth session and compacts with the evil
Absolutely guarantetieg "your money's 1
more than anything else in the world one, we are utterly unable to conworth or your money back."
if you should have an attack of rheu- ceive. With tribunals all over Engnew this Season. presenting
Everything
any
or
land and Germany, nay even America,
Washington, D. C., oct. 19.—."Our matism or bladder trouble
elaborate, spectacular electric
whatever.
most
kidneys
the
the
.of
derangemeet
and
compacts
bettestifying to his, evil
Ameriean workingmen today fare
Sanitary Plumber
first part. Betting ever known in
The prescription Is simple, and can combinations with various unfortuter than Queen Elisabeth did," said
The
home.
at
anyone
up
made
by
strelsy. Sew songs. sweet singers.
nate members of society, and with
Secretery Wilson, chief cf the gov- be
at any good Luther throwing an ink-bottle at his
erument department of agriculture ingredients can be had
Prices 25c, 35c, 50c and 75c.
and all that is head, hie Satanic Majesty might think
pharmacy
prescription
in explaining the extraordinary deSeats on sale Tuesday 9 a. m.
Au all white company.
necessary is to shake them well in al himself a more melte factor in -huieiopment of farming in the United
bottle.
man affairs than he is today. We
States. "Queen Bess couldn't begin
Here It is: Fluid extract dande- flatter ourselves that we have gotten
R.epair Work Solicited.
to buy things which are found on
Kars
compound
lion, one-half ounce;
beyond all that, but human nature
the table every day in the home of
by a three-sear-old in any race.
gon, one ounce; conipoand syrup of does not change. Faust is at once
prosperous American workingmen. He
Throughout the afternoon there was a
three ounces.
sarsaparilla,
always old and always new. Man's
132 S. Fourth tit.
has the best cuts of meat, the choicBoth Phones 201
stiff wind "blowing down the back.
Take a teaspoonful after each meat
still chafes within the iron reest potatoes, and a wealth of fruit and at bedtime. A few doses is said soul
stretch and if it had not been for that
323 Kentucky Avenue.
in which it is bound; still
and vegetables which the queen of to relieve almost any case of bladder straints
wind, it is believed that the colt
seeks, as then by supernatural influwould have won the first heat in
England, with all her money and in- trouble, frequent urination, paiu and
theosophy,
of
ence, so now by means
RECORD IlltOKk:i BY AZWOR- 2:051
4, the four-year-old station rec/
fluence, could not possibly have se- scalding, weakness and backache.
spiritualism, and what not, to escape
THIN AT LEXINUTON•
ord.
cured a few generations ago."
now
is
It
etc.
kidneie.
the
above'
pain
from the narrow field of human
"Our farms," said the secretary, claimed to be the method of curing
knowledge and endeavor, to attain at
PILES CUBED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
in
today,
as
valuable
"were never as
chronic rheumatism, because of its a bound the innermost kernel of
spite of a reduction in a number of direct and positive action upon the things. This type has always exist- Makes First Heat in 2:06% Trotting PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
the most profitable crops. This has eliminative tissues of the kidneys. It ed, whether under the name of Faust,
cure any Case of Itching.131had, BleedINSURANCE AGENTS
and second in 2:09% •
_
been a variegated year. Production cleanses these sponge-like organs and Prometheus, Titon, or whatever it
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
has decreased in many respects, add gives them life and power to sift and may have been called; and so In this
days or Money refunded. 50c.
set the general run of prices has been strain the poisonous waste matter and sense Faust may still be considered
such that farmers are overwhelmed uric acid from the blood relieving the true for us, and always will remain
Lexington, Ky.. Oct. 19.—General
..'•Try out" some of those hopeful
with their own prosperity. I esti- worst forms of rheumatism and kid- true.
Watts' three-year-old bay colt by Az- business plans of yours—you Can
exThe
troubles.
mated last year a general farm pro- ney and bladder
worthin, today trotted the first heat "afford" to use the want columns.
duction of more than $6, 590,000,006 tract dandelion acts upon the stomSteam Boiler,
A Son of the South.
Fire,
in the Kentucky stake in 2:06%. esextere
also
used
is
and
liver
and
ach
over
deal
to
good
a
assembled
total
run
The
will
Among all audiences
Bonds,
Life,
Jones—"You havnn't many sorts
tablishing a new world's record for
rieelie4lll4ieSe0 this year. The farm- eively for relieving constipation and enjoy the popular "minstrel show" three-year-old trotters and beating of rollers here to choose from. Your
Plate Glass,
Accident,
sarsaparilla
Compound
Indigestion.
er is prosperous chiefly because
are many who have net forgotten, nor the former record of 2:08%, held by customers can't be very particular. I
Cargo,
Health,
can they ever forget the old-time Kentucky Todd made at Columbus, should thhele." Shop-keeper —"No,
workingmen in the cities are all em- cleans and enriches the blood.
Hull,
Liability,
As you or anyone of your family. minstrels, where the delineation of
plosed at high wages. Laboring men
sir they aint. You see, some wears
Elevator.
Automobile,
old folks, may be at- the typical southern negro in dialect by two seconds.
are getting much better prices for especially the
The colt won the second heat In 'em and some don't."—Illustrated
be wise and mannerisms is true to nature.
it
time
would
any
at
tacked
their work than ever before, and the
726
369
2:09%, the fastest heats ever trotted
to cut this out and save it.
Residence Phones Old
Office Phones Old
New 726
N•ed 350
There has been a revolution in minresult is they are spending their monA well known local druggist is au- etselsy almost obliterating the dialect,
Only One "BROMO QUININE," that is
ey for better living than they were
thority that this prescription Is sitTe castoms and peculiarities of the oldCampbell Building, PaduCeth, Ky.
ever accustomed to, and far better
on every
te.
tilm
use att yaonuyrse
to Mixi
time darkey from up-to-date performthan is the lot of the laboring man in
25c
ances. The average minstrel of the Cures e Ceeld in One Dav. Geis in 2 DaYs
any other nation in the world.
present day in his jokes and collo
Juistilles Policy of Protection.
Aniaaw=111111111r
quies, gives no correct idea of what
"The Republican policy of protecdisthe
plants
often
packer
a
by
Germs.
np
Paper
the real negro was and is, especial''
WraPPiall
In an article by Dr. Preudenburg. ease germs where they may do much tion of the laborer and ths manufactthe antebellum negro, the real planharm. "Think," he says, "of tbe urer hes been more than justified by
published in the Munich
tation hand. But Dan Holt, "The
so
Macho Wocheschrift." the attention grocer or the butcher following this the results of the last tee years,
Georgia Cotton Blossom," born and
of the public is directed to the fact unclean but widespread custom. The that now the skilled laborer in cerreared in the south, amid the odor
that wrapping paper is a fruitful ve- custom should be cried down by the tain favored lines of mecnanics, who WILLIAM HOCK I II LLER TESTI- of magnolias, and the constant comAll Kinds of Hauling. Second
FIES AT HEARING.
hicle for germ diseases. The writer public and the law should aid in its needs only a few years' preparation
panionship of the negro. as was the
and Washington Streets.
for his work. is frequently better
says there can be no doubt of the fact suppression."
custom in his younger days, is the
paid than lower grade profeseional
that papet is one of the best breedbeat exponent of the true negro, his
Warehouse for Storage.
The true critic, like the deep phil- men, who have to put in years of
ing places for the disease germs, and
peculiarities and dialect, on the stage.
that the habit of moistening the osopher, produces his own opinions study before they are competent to Ile Has no Knowlede of C32.000,000 His family, one of the foremost in
Both Phones 499.
Loan Made By Standard
th
doubts. Only the astrologer and undertake their specialised work."
s
Georgia, were slave owners and ownthumb Or foreflreer
Company.
;ere never fall.
ers of extensive plantations. A natwhen a
"It is. of course, true" said Secretary Wilson, who Is recognized as the
ural mimic and versatile musical
S
genius, he studied and absorbed the
greatest expert in the world on atfways, mannerisms of speech and
ricultural problems, "that we have
New York, Oct. 19.—William G eccentricities to the last detail, and
surplus; farm products and are able
Rockefeller, assistant treasurer of it is refreshing to the old-timer and
to dispose of them abroad. The time
Oil company of New a revelation to the present generation
seems to be rapidly approaching, how- the Standard
in the government's to see and hear him. Manager Co:ever, when we may not be able to Jersey, testified
Insures a fair, square and honest deal. It characterises the policy of keep pace with the demands of our suit Mr dissolution of the oil com- burn's judgment lu again securing
bine, that the Standard was a heavy hint as principal comedian with the
Dr. Pierce as relates to the composition of his tinieproven and most mei-ailed population. The farmer lender of its surplus in Wall street "J. A. Coburn's Greater Minstrels"
has been enabled to meet the demand
'popular medicines. .Their ingredients are on each bottle-wrapper, !made upon him in spite of the scar- for which it obtained privileges of this season is commendable, as no
interest. Rockefeller in his declara- other black face performer is so closeattested under oath and printed in plain English. Dr. Pierce's Fa- 'city of labor in agricultural districts, tion, whep asked to account for the ly associatpd with and popular in the
by the use of improved machinery. If
,:vorite Prescription is the only medicine designed for the cure of vrocu- farms were run as they used to be loans of $32,000,000 made by the south as "Dan." 'At The Kentucky
Standard Oil company of New York next Wednesday, October 22.
.an's peculiar ailments and sold by druggists, the makers of which run there would be a terrible deficit in 1906 in "interest other than the
today in our food supply. The farmand concerning the $20,',publish on each bottle-wrapper what the medicine contains.
, LOUISVILLE Laps
er now, however, is adopting new Standard."
-.;00,4100 loans to P. S. Trainer, by the
machinery.
latest
the
and
methods
DT. Pierre's Favorite Prescript kin con- for its blood cleansing are: specific cursRocke- Are Being Held Until Parents Ar•
tains no alcohol, and no narcotics or eve effects upon the diseased MUCOUS 'Where I used two light horses my Southern Pipe Line company,
Heard From.
other harmful or habit-forming drugs, niembranee. It iiIl cure a very large boys on the farm now have four feller said he had no knowledge. Afas will be seen from its published in- per cent. of all cases, even after they heavy ones, and where I plowed one ter several statements concerning the
gredients. It contains only such native, have reached the ulcerative, or chronic
business of the Standard Pipe Lines
Howell Wiggington and lohn Du'
medicinal roots as are most highly rec- stage, and no ?natter of how many years' furrow they plow two. Their harrows sstyeen placed in evidence, an admolt, Louisville boys of 14 year.
ommended by leading medical writers standtag tf,y may be. It is equally are two or, three times as wide and
hearing was an- were arrested at the passenger deli°.
and practitioners of all the several efficacious in affections of ehe mucous they. use machinery which was not journiffent of the
schools of practice, for the core of wom- , lining of the larynx, bronchia and res- even dreamed of two or three years nounced until December 2. In order last night and are being held at th.
an's delicate and peculiar ailments. It piratory organs in general, thus curing ago.. We used to cut our hay with a that the general counsel may have city hall pending word from parents.
is safe for women to take in any con- , bronchitis, laryngitis and other affectime to go over the evidence de- They jumped off the blind baggage
dition of the system, as it &meets Nature tions giving rise to obstinate, hang-on- narrow mower, dried it, tossed it into veloped.
of the test Louisville-Memphis paslaborioeily
on
it
'ocks,
pitchforked
In restoring_ the healthful action of all ! coughs. It is not so good in acute
senger train and scampered into the
in
as
into
it
colds,
a wagon, and ultimately threw
the organs aistinctly feminine.
I coughs following sudden
woods when patrolmen started for
Wrong.
Nature's own cure. In fact, "Fa- the lingering, chronic coughs. Nor a hai mow or stacked it my hand
vorite Priecriptien" is Nature's own mine'the "Golden Medical Discovery" Now a wagon drives acroes a field
It is not right for him who is in them. They were arrested later
care for the many derangements and be eepected to work miracles. It will
misfortune to despair, but always to while trsing to get belt, to the staweakneeses peculiar to women. It is not cure consumption in its advanced with a loader trailing behind it. Mateen to board another. rain. They
stages—no medicine will do that, but chinery throws the spread out hay on expect better fortune.—Apoliodorus, staled that they left Louisville yesadvised for no other disease!.
If you are a weak, tired, nervous, for all obstinate hanteon-conghs due to a wagon, which is driven to the barn
terday morning with three companover-worked,broken-doe n,pain-racked laryngial or bronchial irritation and where powerful tongs will bite out
A book interest in proportion as it
ions, who got off at Central City.
woman, either young, old or middle- , kindred affections, of the throat which, half a load at a time ani dispose of, surprises us.
aged,suffering from frequent headache, if neglected or badly treated, are likely
-e esbackaches, dizziness or fainting spells, to lead up to consumption, the "Dis- It almost without human labor.
10 yeti own a lot, and can write a
Machinery Offsets Labor scarcity. Ill' entire demand for wheat by the
gnawing or distrefeed feeling in sternarie covery" can be relied upon to produce
small ad., why not "operate in real
"Fee of all this labor saving ma- states east of Missouri.
perhaps see imaginary specks, or dark the beet curative results.
The "Golden Medical Discovery' is, chinery on the farm has enabled Prospots floating before the eyes, have
"Up in the Dakotas and in the estate" on your own account?
dragging-down or heavy feeling in lower from its tonic and specific curative con- duction to keep reasonable pace with northern wheat districts they adopted
abdomen, or pelvic region, with, per- trol Over MUCOUS surfaces, especially
"What did the Englishman
at first a ruinous policy. This was to
haps, pelvic catarrh, or other symptoms !efficacious in curing indigestion, dys- increase in population, thus offsetting
when he saw Niagara Falls?" li,
of functional or organic affections of the pepsia, weak stomach and "Liver Com- the scarcity of labor caesed by the raise wheat one year and then let the
they
distinctly feminine oreans, then you e ill plaint," or bibousness. Even ulceration fact that men are attracted to large land lie till the fall of the next year. said, "By Jove, hut wouldn't
make no mistake if you resort to the of the stomach and bowels has in thou- cities, where they pay prices for Work The real necessity we% for a legumin- make a jolly big fountain if you could
use of Dr. Pierce's! Favorite Preecri pt ion. ' sands of cases been cured by it; also with which the farmer cannot possi- ous plant which would stand the se- turn 'ern over?"—Cleveland PlainThe most advanced medical science ' obstinate chronic diarrhea.
vere northern climate, no that it Dealer.
In addition to all the foregoingenot bly compete.
knows no better agents for the cure of
"Few understand the extent to might not be necessary to let the land
all such diseases than are happily and the least valuable of the marvelously
harmoniously combined in this widely- efficacious properties possessed by the which the prosperity of the farmer lie idle a year. If It could be sown
"Discovery is the unequaled regulat- has gone. It sounds like a fairy tale. in clover .roots of course it would be
famed "Prescription" of Dr. Pierce.
You can't afford to accept any secret ing and strengthening effect exerted by arid yet it is true, that farmers of the utilized when plowed under and yet
nostrum of unknown composition and it over the heart's action. - It liakinade
of questionable merit as a substitute feline wonderful cures. of very pro- west and cotton growers of the south a profitable hay crop could be secured
for this proleseionalleeadorsed and time- nounced valvular and other affections today are supplying money to run at the same time. We scoured the
jested remedy OF KNOWN COMPOSITION, of that organ.
big business houses of
Broadway. extreme north until at init, we found
The reason why at-loll:len Medical The farmer does not speculate in a clover of Tomsk, In Siberia. which
simply that some unprincipled dealer
may make a little larger profit. Don't Discovery" cures so wide a range of dis- stocks. He has learned toliang
on Define all necessary conditions. That
expect it to perform miracles hut give eases is made plain in a booklet sent
bands of all
it a fair, persevering trial and it is not free on request mailed to Dr. R. V. to his product at Utilise. and his seed has been put in the
Telephone -- It's a safer
,leans of marketing are better than our experimenters and the work of
likely to disappoint you. It won't "dis- Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y. If interested '
quicker messenger than a
solve temors"—no onedteine will. It send for it.
they used to be, but he is not person- upplying our northern wheat belt
1)1 or girl.
will cure a larger percentage of all curThe powerful alterative or blood pur- ally luterested in the rise or fall of with a clover crop for off years is noev
able ailments which especially afflict ifying properties possessed by the "Dis- clock values in the east, and he
can practically accomplished.
Telephone—We can get the
womankind than any other medicine covery" will naturally suggest its use
medicine or goods to you
"The greatest necessity for the desold by druggists for that purpose.
for the cure of blotches, pimples, ernp- generally supply the money to move
quicker than your boy could
As to Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical tionsea. eczema, ealt-rheum, and other his own crops nowadays. Crop mov- velopment bf agricultural products in
come to us.
the
ng money is frequently only a return the United States," concluded
Discovery it has a very large range of akin affections in all of which it has
application, yet it is by no means rec- made remarkehle cures; also in screfu- to the west of funds loaned to the secretary, "Is In the south. We are
Telephicone—it saves waits,
ommended as a "Cure-All." It oe- eons sores and old, open ulcers, or eat,- east by the farmers
- trouble and expense. Try It,
endeavoring to teach the people there
themselves."
seitees marvelous alterative, or b ood ing sores. Ti heel the latter, use Dr.
Taboo Wheat for Vont and Cattle. some modern methods. In this recleansing, properties and is at the Caine Pierce's A11-111.aling Salve as a local
Our TelOptione No, is
Speaking of the change in agricult spect they are far behind the north,
time a moat invigorating tonic, or application, %bile taking the "Golden
strength giver. It exerts a specific, Medical Discovery"to correct the blond
mural conditions in the emits Secretary and colored agrieulturallets In paritS0
cleansing, soothing and healing effect and Cleanse the eyetem. A box will he
Nikon said: "Farniers in Illinois and ticular need instruction In the rudiupon all the lining mucous membranes mailed to any address on receipt of Iowa can no longer
afford to raise nientary process and scientefic farmPhonon
Both
of the system; hence, its great curative fifty - Nur cents in stamps. If vour
grow more corn
value in all catarrhal affections, no druggist don't have it in stock,. address wheat in large quantities. It is more ing. They need to
profitable ter them infeed stock, eind- for their Own use, so they will cease
`matter where located..
Dr. Pierce, as above.
. In Chroteic ,Nasal Catarrh, it is well - Di. • Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are tho set they raise cris.n. and ;tattle. Do- depending on the sort, and they will
to &ewe* the piaitipts two or three original Little Liver Pills. first put up
veloptnPnt of our arid regions In the have a vast amoulteeto lesen In dairy.
times a day with Th. Sage's Catarrh by old Dr. Pierce over 40 years ago.!
Drug Store
through the progress of Wiwi- lug and in the .production of poultry
west
Beedy fluid, while persisting in the Much imitated, but never equaled.
lop schemes ultimstely will siipji and eggs."'
41111162111463LAILUSwellaialltelleiallMitZrallThiliffiffinlilffle.
of the "liokien Medical Discovery" I Easy to take as candy,
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J. A. COBURN'S

MINSTRELS 1

ED. D. HANNAN

Steam Heating Expert

THREE YEAR OLD

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

Laxative Brom) -Quinine

BIG LENDER

City Transfer Co.

Open Publicity

DO YOU 'USE YOUR
GAS STOVE IN WINTER?

1

If not is it bec,ause a coal
range keeps the kitchen
warm? We have a Coke
HeatingAttachrnent for gas
stoves that does the business
only costs

$8.50

•

Children Can't
Always Remember

Burns Coke and saves a
double stove equipment in
your kit-Chen. Then think
of the saving in expense
with the_present high prices
of coal.
Think it over, then call on us
and look it over, then get it

The—

McPHERSON'S

,

1

Paducah Light & Power Co.

The Week In Socie
Dramatic Art of
Problems and
Shaw."
,
The Kalosophic club meets on
The study of Milady's hat
Friday morning at 10 o'clock with
Destroys a man's repose;
JAC how she makes so -quick a , Mrs. havid M. Flournoy at 'Nfornechange
wood•' in Arcadia. Tire Homeric Age
The wonder grows and grows.
.ol Greece will be discussed as follows
'Tyres but a few short months ago
1
I. Life of Homer—Miss Phil.
lippa Hughes.
.94
Canine
2..The Oydess)----MIss
"Ore
Sowell.
3. Music of the Early Greeks-0,
2 40/.
Miss Lillie May Winstead.
Current events 'wit be presented
%Ss
by Miss Ethel Brooks.
•HER HAT.

I

i

C

AGE THREW

TITP: PADTTC_Vil EI ISING SUN'

tairPTIDAV,

i

The department of Civics of the
Woman's club. Miss Adine Morton
chairman, will have its regular meeting on Monday morning at 10 o'clock
at tbe Woman's club building.
----010-Mrs. Riker Pitclucalt's Guest of Honor.
. The event of the coming week will
be the visit of Mrs. Letcher Riker
of Harrodaburg, president of the
eV's.
Federation of Woman's clubs of Kentu:',Ity.
Mrs. Riker will arrive on
VS°
Thursday and will be the guest of
Mrs. James A. Rudy, president of the
Goes
Paducah Woman's club, 607 Kentucky avenue for Thursday and Friday. She will be entertained
as
But one direction doesn't change
muchees is possible during her limFor fashion's hit or miss.
And thus mere man's always plunged ited stay, as many Paducah club women are anxious to do her honor.
In sorrow's deep abyss.
On Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock
The fellow who must pay the bill
Mrs. Riker will make an address at
the Woman's club home. All of the
NVomen's clubs in the city and from
•
the near-by towns will be invited to
'hear Mrs. Riker. An inrormal reception ,will be given in her honor at
the close of the address. Tea will be
served in the library with light refreshments.
Receiving with 'Mrs
James A. Rudy and MTS. Riker will
be the president o?' the other women's clubs of the city.
-4111-The seesaw took another tilt
On quite another tack;
Now when she wears the certWheel
straight,
By some peculiar knack'
The vast majority of it

noon was a moist attractive affair.lr''"'
Miss Virginia Newell, chairman of
the musical work, presided
very
charmingly and presented a delightful program of "Favorites,.Old and
New." The selections appealed
to
the hearts of all wIto heard them.
In oihning, the Scotch ballad "W111
Ye Na Come Back Again?" and "Why
I Love •You," were most effectively
song by Mr. Richard Scott,
Miss
Mamie Dryfuss sang most sweetly "A
Gypsy Maid, 1," and "I Cannot Help
Loving Thee." It was Miss Dryfusg
first public appearance since her return Emu New York where she has'
studied the past summer. She is always a favorite Mr. McDonald gave
with much charm "Rose of My Lie"
and "Land o' the Leal." Miss Newell gave a piano selection from Mozart in her finished style.
It was
the number she played in concert at
Chautauqua. N. Y. the past summer.
In closing "Old Black Joe" and "The
Sweetest Lass in All the World" were
delightfully sung
by a quartette
composed of Mrs. Lela Wade ;Lewis,
Messrs. Robert Scott,- Emmett Sagbe
and Slavin Mail. They are ballads
that can never grow old and w,
rendered with much expression and
power.

"My Hair is Longer and
Thicker than ever before"
THIS RECENT PHOTOGRAPH IIF
MINS BESSIE WOODRUFF% OP POW ELL, PA..
IS CERTAINLY STRONG PROOF OP
•

THE V ILUE OF .

Newbro's
Herpicide
Here is Mies 'Woodruff's letter: "Newbro's Herewithis a delightful hair dres.itue and I find by its continued
use that my hair k growing Imager and thicker than
ever before."
—(Signed) Meech. Woodruff.

Must dig 'way down like this.

Kaltieoplilc Club.
The Kalosophic club discussed the
Heroic Age of Greece in several very
et lightful papers at the reeular week.
ly meeting on Friday morning with
Mrs. David M. Flournoy at "Hernenwood" in Arcadia. MI33 Marjorie
Scott told very graphically of "The
Argonauts." Miss Elizabeth Sinnott's
able
paper on "The Labors of
Hercules," was read by Miss Blanche
Hills, as Miss-Sinnott is not ttending
the club meetings this fall. The
"Trojan War" was comprehensively
treated by Miss Carline Sowell. Mrs.
Vernon Blythe featured "Current
Events" very pleasantly.
The Kalosophic club at its business session voted to join the state
federation and the preliminary steps
were at once taken. Mrs. Edmund
M. Post, who is third vice president
of the Kentucky Federated clubs,
with this especial work in charge
will enroll this club before the opining of Mrs. Riker, the state president
Mrs. Post in an attractive address
had previously presented the advantages of federation to the club. Paducah has four federated clubs, the
Woman's club. Magazine, Delphic &nil
Kalosophic.

A LOUISVILLE LADY STRONGLY ININMSES THE MERITS OP
NEWBRO'S HERPICIDE.
"I was all but without hair when I bought my thee bottle of eeerbrtee
Herpleide, and it is just wonderful ohm it has d
for me. So many of
my frioads want (4) know what I am using and I take great pleasure iii
• telling them. I have no more dandruff, nor falling hair, and the lich ee,.
oats viand vt it Ii nut,' three treatments.
(Signed)—MRS. W. C. SHALLICHOSS, Louisville, Ky.
It is so easy to learn, by actual experience, the value of
Newbro's
Herpicide, for dandruff, falling hair, itching scalp, etc., that no one in
need of It should delay one moment in making the test.
A single application is enough to convey the impression of its worth
while the results of its continued intelligent use will speak for themselves.
Newbro's Herpicide is known as the ORIGINAL remedy that "kills
the dandruff germ," an dits suecess which is constantly increasing, has
been phenomenal. Remember that permanent success is not built upon
false claims. Get a bottle or send for a sample of Herpicide today,
There are hundreds of imitations which should be avoided.

Guaranteed untl.,r the Food and Drugs. te: June 30, 1000. serial No. See
Beautiful Year Book.
The Year-book of the Woman's
club for 1907-190,8, issued this week,
send 10e in Statile. ter.teed,. e.1
Ilerpicide Co.,Dept. I...Detroit, Mi. II,
is most attractive in its dainty dress
—NicLandburg Wilson.
as well as complete in all of the details qf club data. The cover artiv,
tically combines the club colors of
Announcements.
In Honor of Out-of-Town Guests.
white, green and gold and the fronThe Daughters of Rebekah will
Mr. and Mrs. John Dean, 421 Clay
tis piece is a fine picture of the Woghe a "Gypsy Party" on Monday evman's club building. Under the dates street, entertained with a pretty 6
ening at the W. 0. W. hall on North
of organization, November 15, 19006, o'clock dinner on Tuesday evening at
Fourth street. Fortune telling will
and incorporation. January 9, 1907, their home, in compliment to Mrs. Trimble street, and Mr. Luther Thom- , lure returning home.
liabitues of the game runs a handbook
be one of the features of the pleasSarah M. Hamilton of Kenna. New es, of 833 Ninth Seventh istreetewere; Mrs. William Kay Richardson and 1.00.90000360144100Me
are the mottoes:
in a store two blocks south orCkitant social affair.
"In essentials—unity. In non-es- Mexico, and Mrs. G. L. \lion, of St married on Thursday evening at the! little son. William, who have bo n
tage Grove avenue, where she places
WOMEN GAMBLERS,
sentials—liberty.
In ail things— Louis. the guests of Mr and Mrs. bride's
G..
We!
home.
The Rev.
spending the summer With Mrs. ftt,
thebet
a th
e
of
d :zest! whotu she
The Delphic club will meet in reg- charity."
Joseph L. Washington of South Banks, of the Trinihte street Methoe ardsou's sisters, the Misses Mohan, ot
card
fik32•2420494CONI•
—..104020°.•100 meets
ular session on Tuesday morning at "The gods make room - upon the Fourth street. The house was artis- dist church, performed the ceremony Trimble street,
will leavls next week
A poker game for the select souls
the Carnegie library. The program
tically decorated in ferns, palms and in the presence of a small number I for their home in Chicago.
heights sublime
Chicago, Ill., Oct. IS --Warfare of the game at the Vicinity hall is
will be introductory of the old Mem- Only for those who have the will to cut flowers. The dining room was of friends. They will reside at 835i Mrs.
Warwick M. Cowelll and son, among the promoters of the gambling run In a house on East Twenty-fourth
phian Kingdom, 4560-2700 B. C., bevery effective M the autumn colors North Seventh street.
climb."
William, of Lincoln, Neb., are guestel syndicate monopolizing the play of street by a woman who is said to
folfore "Abraham was, I am" as
The picture of the fimt and pres- of red and yellow. The dinner was
of Mrs. John G. Brooks, 337 Northi the south side women has precipitated make $25 oaf of the kitty at each
lows:
ent president, Mrs. James A. Rudy, served in five courses.
Bee Social.
Seventh street Mrs. Cowgill has al an anonymous letter that promises game.
—4—
1. Menes. Holy City of Abydos. gives a distinctive charm to another
Manchester lodge, Wooemen of the wide circle of friends la Paducah not only to disrupt the feminine
So mad for gambling are some of
Zoter—Mrs. Mildred F. Davis.
page.
•
Delphi, Club.
\Vorld, geve a box social at the W where she formerly lived and it is her gambling trust, but a number of fam- the women who frequent
the games
Memphis. Necropolis of Zak2.
The name of the Adyisory Board,
At the meeting of the Delphie club 0. W. hall on Wedneetley evening first visit since leaving here several ilies as well.
that they come early in the afternoon,
of Bulles--Mrs. those eighteen men, brave, strong and on Tuesday morning at the Carnegie It was a pleasant occasion and a large years
karah. Serapeum
ago.
Thus far the fight has resulted in play through this series of games
Robert B. Phillips.
nue, are given especial prominence Ilbrary, several admirable papers /tutuber were in attendance.
Mr. Levin Lake, of Oxford. Miss., disclosing that gambling, wide open then go to the restaurants of the
3, The Sphinx of Gizea—Mrs. Ed- just opposite. They are:
were presented on the religions of
is expected this month to visit his and widespread, again flourishes neighborhood for a dinner before theymund M. Post.
Messrs. George C. Wallace, J. C. ancient Egypt. a -Country so thickly
Earnheardt-Boaz Wedding,
(laughter, Mrs. William T. Anderson, among women on the south side. return to play until midnight.
is
easthat
it
Flournoy. A. R. Meyers, J. A. Rudy, peopled with divinities
Mr. William N. Boaz and Miss Mary in Arcadia. Mr. Lake le now in Poker, handbooks, card games of all
The games have been almost dieThe Matinee Musical club will J. S. -Bleeeker. J. 1,, Friedman, I. D ier to And a god than a man.e • Mrs. Caroline Earnheardt, an estimable Maryland, his native
rupted in the last week b the efforts
attending
)
kinds
for
prizes,
state.
either
of
money
or
of
Burnett,
James George A. Flournoy discussed "The young couple. of Padueah. Ky., were
meet on Wednesday afternoon at Wilcox, Muscoe
a Maryland home coming, and al- merchanitlse easily convertible into of the husband of one of the women
3:30 o'clock at the Woman's club Weille, John G. Miller, R B. Phillips Comparative Theories and Traditions'tiulted in married in Cairo yesterdaY though he is over 90
years of age, cash, usurp the time arel attention gamblers, who appealed to the pollee
building on Kentucky avenue. It H. C. Rhodes. W. F. Paxton, Georige of Creation,,Held by Ancient Nations.".at the parsonage of the First M. E. made the trip entirely
alone and le of scores of society women of Ken. to disband the women gamblers, who
will be a Rubenstein and Paderew- Langstaff. Samuel Caldwell, E. •• -The Myths of the Gods and the church, Rev. W. T. Morris officiating. enjoying the
jaunt in the most active wood, of Hyde Park and the other are breaking up bis hone-.
Religion"
was'
WinEgyptian
Samuel
H.
afternoon.
Mrs.
Boone,
J.Hills.
the
ski
C. F. Rieke and W.
Ethics of
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz lett yesterday riinner. He formerly lived In Padu. suburban towns.
The officers Of the club, department given by
Mrs. Kibnldge
stead and Miss Adah L. Brazelton
afternoon for a wedding journey to eah and has many friends here.
Every afternoon and evening card
If you
ke your ace timely, the
chairmen, press and year book com- 'Animal Worship in Diffeient Nomes"1 Chitago, Buffalo. Niagara Falls and
are the leaders.
-Mrs. Henry Duley left this week games where women "sit in" for the reader, of this nest speper will "do the
uiittees, follow these.
v.as presented by Miss Ethel Morrow, Toronto, Canada.
for Saltillo, Tenn., where she will payment of 35 or 5e) cents are run in rest:"
The work already done and that
Mrs. Vernon Blythe. North Seventh
The bride is a daughter of J. .1" have charge of a recital given tonight Vicinity hall, Cottagie Grove avenue
Weddings,
street, is hostess of the Magazine I lanned, are outlined with entire proEarnheardt. a traveling representa- in the Methodist church of that place and Thirty-fifth avenue. One of the
Chiticism is taste put .nto action
Invitations were issued thl3 week
club on Thursday afternoon at 2:30 gram, both of the department work
tive of the Suthernland M Atetne Com- It will be a very elagorate affair,
Miss
of
reception
and
wedding
the
North
American
Reand
the
to
open
meetings.
o'clock.
The
In fact, it
pany of Paducah.
Mrs. Duley has much dramatic talent
ealneswwwwwis view will -be reported by Mrs. Frank is all so comprehensive that it can Nell Holland and Mr. Paul Province.
Mr. Boaz is employed as a ma- and has appeared in recital often
L. Scott and
Miss Helen Bullitt only be outlined in this notice. The which takes place on October 30, at chinist in the Illinois Central railroad
since coming to Paducah.
In her
Lowry, The Outlook wl1 be dis- names of the officers and members the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eli G. shops at Paducah. He comes from
home city, Louisville, she Won a
The
street.
6th
South
'Boone,
308
cussed by Mrs. Saunders Fowler and of the department committees are
one of the best families in Graves niedal offered some years ago to KenA Painful Persistent Cough
Mrs. Eli G. Boone. The Century will given under a clever quotation ap- ceremony is at 8:30 o'clock and will county, Ky., and is highly esteemed
tucky elocutionists.
portends serious results if allowed to continue unchecked. Constant
be represented by Mrs. Samuel Hub- propriate to the work of each. The he witnessed by a limited number of
in hacking Stara the lungs and exposes the delicate, Ulna:m.4
On their return to Paducah, they
Mrs. Harry I. Johnston, 404 South
report of the Finance committee for friends. The reception from 9 to 11 will reside at 907 Jackson street.—
bard and Mrs. Hal S.srbett.
teems to ravaging consumption. The most obstinate and ad i alley I UI
elaborate
matstreet,
was
worthy
Sixth
elected
large
and
a
will
be
crock
the year up to dat4e, is mode and the
co,0i is readily relieved by Pilo's Cure. No other remedy F.
Cairo Bulletin,
at
the
meetof
the
Eastern
Star
ron
affair.
etch a swIthitig and healing effect upon the throat and
The Crescendo club will meet constitution and by-laws are included.
Lfl
ing of the Masonic grand lodge and
nearly half a century it has cured innumerable Cases of coughs and tos
Thursday afternoon at _4:15 o'clock 'There is a roster of the club mem(Ads and saved many lire. For throat and lung affections
About People.
Eastern Star in Louisville this week
The marriage of Miss Etta Salat the Woman's club house. An at- bership with their addresses, and an
Miss Alice Mohan left this . week She was assistant worthy matron the
ience. of Hard Money. to Mr. J. CanPiso's Cure is the Ideal Remedy
"In memoriam."
tractive program will be featured.
The whole is the arduous work of 'non Bonner, of this city, will take for Ennis. Texas, to spend the wintiir past year. Mrs. Johnston went from
FOR
home of with her sister, Mrs. Gould, former- Louisville to Indianapolis to visit her
ANO
The Literary department of the NVo the year book committee Miss Anna place on Thursday at the
bride's parents. the Rev. .and ly Miss Elizabeth 3.1ohau of this city. mother. qrs. Georgia Holliday, Mrs
man's club. Mrs. Musco4 Burnett, Webb, Mrs. J. Campbell Flournoy and the
Reliance. The Rev.'CalMrs. James E. Wilhelm, 2.09 North A. W. Wright. Mrs. C. W. Lewis and
chairman,' will meet on' Friday morn- Mrs. Robert B. Phillips, and evinces Mrs. J. H.
yin M. Thompson, of the First Bap- Fifth street, who hat/ ben for several Mr. E. W. Whittemore, who also ating at 9:45 o'clock at Woman's club much "capacity for toil" as *ell as
tist church, Paducah, will perform months in Asheville, N. C.. will re tended the- Louisville meeting have
avenue. artistic finish and detail
building, 60S Kentucky
the ceremony. It will be a quiet turn home next week. Miss Ella B returned home.
Aim
George Bernard Shaw is the study
wedding with only the family and • Wilhelin, who is with her mother at
Mr. Irvin 'S. Cobb. of New York.
for the redrtring. "The Life and Musical Afternoon at Woman's Club,
relatives present. Immediately af
----l Asheville, will visit in Louisville he- and Paducah, has scored another hit
Critics of Shaw" will be discussed
The open meeting given under upe ter the ceremony the couple
eith his clever feature article "The
by Miss Mettle Fowler. Miss Helen auspices of the music department of leave for a bridal trip and will be at
present "Life the Woman's club on Thursday afterwill
Broadway Bluff" that appeared in the
Sullitt Lowry
home after November 1 at 1601 MadSunday issue of the Chicago Recordison street, Paducah..
Herald and other city papers last
being given front page prom
Sunday,
The wedding of Mr.. Albert Gilincnce. Mr. Cobb's friends here are
bert, formerly of Paducah and now
cordially Interested in hie good work
of Mobile: Ala, to Miss Pearl Locke
and the "recognition, that is being acBurnett, will take place on Wojnes«vrded it.
day evening at 6 o'clock at the home
..Pp.A purr, anti,
Mrs. Ell G. Boone, Mrs. M. B. Nap
Chronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foul blood supply. of the bride's uncle, Mr. J.. .L.
,
tie 'I with rt.wder and Mrs. I. G. Wolker, represented
The blood is filled with impurities and germi which are being constantly Locke, S Devitt street, Mobile. Thee
infants
ant"I
fr
Paducah chapter D. A. it. at the state
fed into the place through the circulation, until all the surrounding flesh will make their home in Mobile, Mr.
adults.
Exeni•
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate and permanent trouble. Gilbert is prominently related in Paconference in Louisville this week
:
rely
nerfaine•l.
Every symptom of an old ulcer suggests pollution; the discharge, the red, ducah and is very popular here.
eroler:; an S teal. Mrs. Boone was delegate from the
angry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parts,
let;t cenielexice chapter and was accorded quite an
drainage
reel eceet,theskir: ovation when she gave the exceedingall show that the ulcer is prevented from healing by the constant
Mr. Dolt Cherry, of Paducah. and
S
rt sod
through it of impurities from the blood. This impure condition of the blood Miss Mamie Dockery, of Mayfield
'
ly fine report of the Peeiticah chaptnay be hereditary, or it may be the remains of some constitutional disease, were married in Cairo on Sunday by
Wei', nand ter. Paducah's best advertising is be.
or the effects of a long spell of sickness, leaving disease germs in the system, the Rev. W. .T. Morris. They were
ie,old let Lit,eci Mg dime by her Woman's clubs and
properly
been
not
has
which
or the absorption of the refuse of the bOdy
accompanied by Mr. James Cherry, a
• ie.: ell' ate r hath- patriotic chapters these days, as elle
Otilx two other Dairies test as' high. Mr. Walter's dairy at
expelled through the natural channels. But whatever the cause, the blood is brother of the bridegroom They will
teie sheeme. Is taking first rank and capturing
stimulate
e
Lone
Oak is conducted on the strictest sanitary lines; modern
so weakened and polluted that it does not properly nourish and
delnj..:111reside in Paducah at 92.-i South Fifth
everybody.
•
.1 iriti
the place, and the sore cannot heal. Salves, plasters, lotions, etc., keep the street. '
in every particular. Mr, Walters can serve a
and
up-to-date
deal.
A
t.
sore or ulcer clean, relieve pain, and perhaps reduce inflammation, but can
patrons
if they will kindly notify him at once.
more
few
S.
S.
.
r
S.
r
blood.
the
reach
not
Mad.
do
they
because
never permanently heal them
Mrs. Mollie Tagg and Mr. Henry
.
Prie
poisons
all
drives
out
tro.uble,
lie didn't hear the auto horn,
goes down to the very fountain-head of the
Crosby, of this city, were marriel
atiel Is
He didn't look to see;
and germs, builds up the weak, sluggish blood, gives energy and strength on Wednesday
morning
Louisin
diseased
;13, N.Y. CT,
FERD. T. ti1t)
Nor did he stop--that is, until
to the system, and by sending afresh, healthy stream of blood to the
ville,
where
the
bride
Monwen*
on
parts,IlalOwsethe ttleer to heal naturally and permanently. Nothing reaches
a 5fitiiiik2r,r8 ORIENTAL CREAM
'
He landed in a tree.
day. Mr. Crosby followed on Toes' lerei,•ever
•Orri litC•inalsaInna at
inherited taints like S. S. S. ,It cleanses the circulation of every trace of
—Detroit
Press.
Free
They went to Chicago on a
hereditary disease or impurity, and those who have nursed and treated an old day..
wedding
trip
and
will
reside
in
Pabecomes
system
the
as
soon
sore for years will experience good results as
Poetry deserves its Sonors its the
4.
Influenced by S. S. S. Book on Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free to ducah.
first born of literature and the fairall who write:
TREIPIMPT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA. CilLsi
est.
STORE,
JITHERSOff'S
DRUG
Miss Addle Caldwell, of 1219

Two Sizes, 50c and $1 at drug stores. Insist upon Herpicide

W. B. McPHERSON'S
Special Agent.
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J. 11. Walters' DAIRY Heads the List
....as follows....

Fats, - - - 5 per cent.
Solids, - - 18 per cent.
Water, - - 82 per cent.

J. H. WALTERS
- DAIRYMAN -- -- Old Phone 1357 ring
LONE OAK,
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Whittemore's

identical article appeared in a number of papers, including the Banner.
'Everybody agrees thet a hatever
isieTERNOON AND WEEKLY
can be done for the schools ought to
done and that school teachers are
THE SUN PUBLISHIMOCO. ahesacrificing
band of noble workere SENATOR WARNER. OF .Il,Iili
INCORPORATED
Considerable praise is claimed by the
F. M. F13HER. Preald eat.
IN OPEN STATENIENT.
21. I. PAXTON, 43.-neral Manager.
Democrats for'raising the sellout per
state
the
at
thedlighest
the
postoffIce
Padsemi.
at
Silettered
capita to $3.40,
Ky., as second class matter.
ever paid. Is there any 'credit due?
_
IIUMISCILIPTION !KATES.
Let's figure. Teachers will anyway. Says His State Will Line Up for Big
We have a state tax of fifty cents
Secretary as Logical CanTHE DAILY FUN
...so AO 150c) on the one hundred dollars
Sty startler. per week
didate.
Ey mail, per month in advance.... .25 ($100) worth of property. Before
SST Man. ver year. in a6vance....92.50
1904 twenty-two cents of the fifty
THE WEEKLY SEX
FRATERNITY BUILDING
Per year, by mail, postage paid-nee cents went into the school fund and
Address THE MTN. Paducah. Ky.
the ether twenty-eight cents went
States
St. Louis, Oct. 19.-United
Phone 1152 into various other funds; now twentyDelos. 115 South Third.
TELEPHONES 835.
Senator Warner, who passed through
go
one-half
cents
(2634c)
Payne a Young. Chicago and New six and
St. Louis Thursday on his way to
York. representatives.
into the school fund and twenty-thee+, Washington, said to a reporter at the
THE SUN can be found at the follow- and one-half cents (23aec) into the Southern Hotel that Secretary of War
ing places.
various other funds. In addition to
'raft is making great progress toR. D. ciements & ea.
the above taxes the school fund has
Van Culin Bros.
wards the Repoblican nomination for
bonds,
House.
interest
on
received
always
Palmer
$600. Twenty West End lots at the
president.
John Wilhelm.
Norton
percentage on fines, etc., amounting
and
of 27th
intersection
"As to Missouri," remarked Senato a few huitdred thousand of dollars
shape:
in
irregular
Some
streets.
which, for easy figuring. will be esti- tor Warner, "Mr. Taft's friends have
a big bargain; $50
but
low,
some
supdelegation
will
mated at a sum equal to a tax rate no doubt that our
cash. Balance $50 per years, 6 per
three cents to the twenty-two gives a port him solidly. At this time there
seat.
no organized support for any other
twenty-five cent rate to pay the teachcandidate."
teachers
had
to
the
At
that
time
ers.
19.
SATURDAY. OCTOBER
400. New Mechanicsburg house.
teach but five months for the public
Lot
40x160 ft to alley. Vaughn's AdRiver Report.
money. Dividing 25c by 5 gives 5c
near big mills; $50 cash. BalCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
dition,
16.0 0.0 fall
per month on the $100 to pay the Cairo
ance $6 per month. Good home buyfall
2.1 0.0
teachers of the state. Adding the Chattanooga
September-i907.
ing chance and good investment as
Extra Strong Line, well made and
10.6 0.0 fall
3910 three cents to the twenty-six and one- Cincinnati
16
37
the tenant would nearly pay for the
2
twenty- Evansville
10.2 0.0 fall
nicely finished goods at medium
2895 half cents (26 tic) gives a
17
3908
house for the purchaser.
3
one-half
cent
rate
(29
1
,
fic)
nine
and
Florence--Missing
3893
lit
3S74
4
prices.
the
state
teachers
of
for
a
Johnsonville
2.5 0.0 fall
3895 to pay the
19
3880
5
$1.000. Jackson street three room
6.0 0.0 fall
3905 six months' term. Dividing 29 aec by Louisville
3e199
20
No, 1230; $100 cash. Balance
house.
6
and eleven-twelfths Mt. Carmel
2.2 0.0 fall
3898 6 gives only four
21
3922
$10 per month.
7
cents per month to pay Nashville
11-121
(4
8.0 `41.0 fall
3900
23
You can buy any Stove or
3913
9
the state. Wherein Pittsburg
6.3 0.0 fait
3907 the teachers of
24
3902
Range in our store fur a small
10
$600. Seven Mechanicsburg lots,
school
teacher been given St Louis
the
10.0 0.0 fall
3902 has
25
3895
•
11
peyment down and balance
Thurman and Hughes Addition. All
justice? The school fund has been Mt. Vernon
0.0
fall
10.1
3900
26
3905
for $600: $50 cash. Balance $50 per
12
$1.00 per week. Six hole high
four and one-half cents Paducah
8.3 0.0 sCe
We are offering bargains
3900 Increased
27
3937
13
!ear. Good, way to save money.
closet Range like cut
(4 tic), not enough to justify the ex3899
in Dining Room Fort Dere
28
3932
14
tension of the school term a month,
W. W. Wescott Dead.
3880
that you should not fail
30
$850. Jefferson street lot North
and the teachers required to teach a
New York, Oct. 19.-W. W. Westo take advantage of, I elk
Side. Between 13th and 14th streets.
long winter month for it. Should we cott, one of the most successful gale 97,548
Sideboards from
Half cash.
have a six-months term? Most cerAverage for September, 1907..3.902 tainly, and longer if the money justi- biers in America and brother to M
--it
Katherine
Tingley.
the
head
of
1906...3.939
Average for September,
$1200. 23 acre farm. A part of the
fies it. but never at the expense of sophist organization, is dead at h
Personally appeared before me. this the poorly paid teachers of the state.
old Ratcliffe farm. Good buildings.
home here. Weecott. who was Richard .
October 1, 1907, R. D. MacMillen, Products of every kind have advanced
Eight miles from Paducah. Joints the
business manager of The Sun, who -in price, wages in every vocation A. Cantield's most formidable rival
Charles M. Leake farm.
ROLLER
with pneuaffirms that the above statement ofl texcept the Kentucky school teach- at Saratoga, was stricken
-and
Bright's
disease
several
monia
the circulation of The Sun for the! ers) has had an increase, yet the
SKATES
$1600. 1,3 acre farm on Epperson
weeks
fortune
valued
ago.
He
left
a
month of September, 1907, is true to sacrificing school teachers have had
road, 1-2 mile front Benton road.
at nearly $500,000 to his wife.
the best of his knowledge and belief. their wages cut down. They draw a
Nearly all clear. Half cash.
Public.
Notary
PETER PURYEAR.
smaller salary per month now than
Games in the East..
11111111111
My commission expires January 22. they did a few years ago."
$650. Neerly new foer room McNew York, Oct.' 19.-I..ining up
1908.
Kinley
Ave, house
Near Franklin
against teams that will test their
CAN THIS BE THE SAME BRYAN? playing abilities to the utmost the big
/lid; George E:I.Ngton, left end; school. Cash.
Daily Thought.
A few days ago William Jennings eastern football elevens have hard
i Fred Wahl. quarterback; Wallace
The tendenc to persevere, to per- Beyien--entne-41•Pough--Ketatitcky on a struggles on their hands this after$1400. New 4-room house. North
!Fry, left half; Harry Ashbrook, right
side Madison street, between 19th
sist in spite of hindrances. discour- luxurious special train telling the noon. The greatest interest is cenhalf; Captain Swift, full back.
is
agernents, and impossibilities; it
Democrats of the Purchase that it is tered in the Yale-Cadet game at West
and 20th. Terrell Addition,
Half
this that in all thicgs distinguishes their duty to stand by their party for Point, and the contest at Annapolis
cash.
Real Estate Bargains.
the strong soul from the weak.- title sake of the party organization, between the Middies and Harvard.
-I
Monroe street, 50x165 foot lot,
Carlyle.
assuming the position that loyalty to
$1800. Clay street 5-room house.
New York, Oct. 19.-The very lat- three tl.:11'S and all of lie. in are kept Inotth side betwen Fountain avenue
party Is superior to loyalty-to state.
Northwest corner 16th; 50 ft. lot;
It Was Short Rut Fast,
est style in New York is to have a busy. The New Yorker who has not land 19th street, $650 cash.
Yet Bryan was author of the sencash. Balance easy. Fountain
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
New York. Oct. 19.-Wall street shadow, and there is scorcely a man a shadow mewadays
is accredited1 Two lots, two-story six-room house, $600
corner Goebel avenue and Tennessee Park Addition.
For Governor-Augustus Z. Will- tence: "Duty to country is above brokers and financial leaders were et prominence in the city, especially with little standing.
duty to party," and The Sun com- spectators in a hot private prize
• . street,. end of Nineteenth Street car
son, of Louisville.
in the great financial district, who is
mends to its readers a speech deliv- fight pulled
line. A fine place for business and
$1350. New 4-room house; 40 floff last night in the St without one. While they are worn
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WA IT
ered by Mr. Bryan at a Democratic
int, Ellis street, North View Addition.
home. A big bargain at $2,000.
between
Tommy
Nicholas
rink
Allen
county.
Mason
not
all
times,
shadows
are
at
these
Cox, of
Every dose makes you leelbetter. Lax•Pos
convention at Lincoln. Neb., October
New attechanicaborg house, 40 foot Near 12th street car line; $4011 cash.
General-James 4, 190:1, just about four years before and Jack Weller. Allen mixed it up those cast 'by the sun but real detec- keeps your whole tumid's right. Sold on the
Attorney
For
lot, $300. Pays 20 per cent gross on Balance easy.
so
furiously
that
Weller
went
down
cents.
plea
everywhere.
Price
SO
money-back
second-hared
disguised
in
frock
tives,
The
indeBreathitt, of Christian county.
Kentucky
utterances.
his
the investment. Cash.
for the count in the first round.
coats and false whiskers. Never be
For Auditor-Frank P. James, of pendence of the man then, as comWHITTEMORE
$500. Trimble street 40x150 ft.
REAL
ESTATE
IA
FATAL
Wit
'K
ON
SOUTHERN.
fore has there been such a rage for
pared with his servil;ty now, reflects
AGENCY.
Mercer county.
lot. North Side, between Ninth and
His
Automobile.
Killed
by
leaving people shadowed r.nd with exOf the change time and
Both phones 835.
10th. Half cash. Good neighborhood.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far- something
Chicago, Oct. 19.-Herbert W. Ai- !assures In high finance and politics Three Killed and Nearly Forty Incondlione work in politics.
Brick sidewalk. Car Tine.
county.
McCracken
ley. of
diamond
importer
wealthy
led,
a
jured
in
Collision.
daily,
person
'.'.ho
has
not
coming
the
"We are confronted tonight," said
No Sunday Weddinge.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben the Nebraska orator, "by as import- died this•morning in a hospital from s. shadow on his trail does not amount
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 19.-Bishop
$500. North 12th street lot. beWashingten. Oct. 19.-Three killed
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
ant a question as ever came before injuries sustained in an automobile to much. Stuyvesant Fish
asserts
Canevin has pieced a ban on Saturday tween Boyd and Burnett; $50 cash.
For Superintendent of Public In- the Democracy of the State of Ne- accident. Last night his car skidded that he has been followed for more and thirty-seven injured, one of them and Sunday marriages of Catholics in Balance easy.
struction-J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd braska. It is not a personal ques- on the wet pavement and crashed into than a year and strangely enough E probably fatally, is the result of the the Pitteburg diocese except by spee
tion. It is a question which arises a steel trolley pole.
H. Harriman has not the natural al- coilleion at Rudd, N. C.. last night. clal permission of the Bishop. Many
.
county,
$500. Two 40 ft. lots. Trimble
railway passenam
individuals.
So
far
as
I
above
lowance
of one shadow but five. between a Southern
Agriculture
scenes of disorder at weddings of for- street. between 19th and 20th. Both
For Commissioner of
ger train and a freight train which
Odell Is All Right.
personally concerned it matters nothWhile
the
public
adds
two
and
two
eigners caused the order.
for $500. Half cash.
e--N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
New York, Oct. 19.--After a nar- and makes shrewd guesses each of was standing on the siding there.
ing whether you vote this amendment
For Clerk of Court of Appeals- up or down. It matters not to me dow escape from death by ptomaine
railway officials report that
Southern
these gentlemen refuse to say whom
will Go to Guthrie.
$300. Eleventh street lot, between
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
whether you pass resolutions censur- poisoning, former Governor Odell is he suspects•of having hire shadowed. one of the injured may die and that
Mr. Ben Frank left today for Boyd and Burnett; $50 cash. Balance
For Legislature-George 0. Mc- ing my course or indorsing it. If I reported today from his home at Comptroller Metz who recently re- the front brakeman on the freight
train, whom the railroad officials be- Guthrie, where he will enter his easy. Good lots on which to build
am wrong in the position! have Newburg to be out of danger.
Broom.
fused to shake hands with Police
lieve
caused the accident by leaving horses Harry A. and Blackfoot, in house to rent.
great
question
taken
financial
in
this
James P Smith
Mayor
Commissioner Bingham a3serts that the switch open, has disappeared.
the races Wednesday. Guthrie has
though
you
heap
your
-The popular store of E. Guthrie he was shadowed across the ocean
Arthur Y. Martin I shall fall,
City Attorney
$5,000. Nine acres 22nd and Tena mile track and many good horses
upon me. If I am right (and & Co. are making an offer of the Picpraises
and back again by the latter's sleuths
John J. Dorian
City Treasurer
are always entered in the events nessee; $1500 cash. Balance $500 per
All Stars Win Game.
in my heart, so help me God, I be- torial Revievi, a magazine for women.
while "Fingy" Connors, chairman of
George Lehnhard lieve I am), I shall triumph yet, al- for one
year.
City Clerk
The All-Stars defeated the Comet there.
yeaF free with a cash purGeorge Andrecht though you condemn me in your con- chase of $5.00 or over. The offer is the Democratic state committee, as- juvenile football squad yesterday
City Jailer
serts that the shadowing emissaries afternoon by a score of 10 to 5 on Fifty Dollars Worth of Clothes Stolen.
$500. 50 ft. Broadway lot, southso attractive that hundreds of women
City Tax Assessor.... Harlan Griffith vention a hundred times.
Au overcoat and several suits of east corner 26th street. Half cash.
"Gentlemen, you are playing in the have already taken advantage of it. of his arch political opponents have Harrison and Tenth street grounds.
Harry R.
Aldermen-T. C. Leech
ob- Touchdowns were made by Pitman clothes were taken from the PanThe Guthrie store announces that the, made themselves extremely
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C. basement of politics. There is
cannot settle the offer will be good until November 1. noxious. It Is also repotted that Barth and William Humphrey'for the tortum rooms. North Fourth street, - $250. 50x165 ft. Jackson street lot.
plane.
You
higher
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Mayor McClellan is watched by the All-Stars and by George Ellington for last night. Thieves scaled two high Northeast corner 25th street; $50
great politlea: questons in this
Councilmen-First ward, C. C. DuYou think you can pass resolutions 1+111141041111.4.1110"111wer\tow* shadows of Hearst, and Well street the Comets. The lineup of the squads sheds and crawled in a rear windve cash. Balance $5 per month.
vall; Second ward, A. E. Young: censuring a man and that you cat.
!fairly swarms with them. There is follow:
Detectives are working on several
Third ward, C. L. Van Meter; humiliate him. I want to tell you,
no reason why any shadow should be
$2300, Harrison street, 5-room new
All-Stare-Frank L. Scott, center; clews. Clothes stolen were valued at
Johnston;
F.
S.
- Fourth ward,
without a jdb, The number of private Captain Barth, fullback; Pitman over $50.
house. Fountain Park Addition. North
that I shall 'more true joy in exile(
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer, T. E feel' than those delegates who are!,
detective bureaus in the city has Earth, quarterback; Thomas Corbett.
Side, between 16th street and FounFord; Sixth waid, W. I,. Bower.
more than doubled in the past two or left half; George Cochran, right half;
tain Ave.; $500 cash. Balance as)..
Korean Emperor Goes to Japan.
afraid to vote their own sentiments
School Trustees-First ward, W. M. or represent the w.shes of the peoDavid Humphreys, left end; Ben WalSeoul. Korea, Oct. 19.-The de4
,1Second ward, W. J. Hills; ple lest they may not get a federal
Kar214
lace, right guard; Hart Hinkle, left posed emperor of Korea will go to
$950. 4-room
Smithland Ave.
What Osteopathy Is.
tackle; Philip Wallace, right end; Tokio soon to return the crown prince (Jones St.) house; 40 ft. lot, Worten
rd, H. S. Wells and office.
Third
The question le often asked "What
others
"Gentlemen.
I
know
not
what
ot
Walter Hill, right tackle.
Japan's visit to Korea. A court Addition; $200 cash. Balance easy.
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
is Osteopathy?" for some people have
may do, but duty to country is above
Comets -Clyde Nance, center; rumor has it that he may never come
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly;
ery
vague
Idea
of
this
new
science
duty to party, and if you represent
Oscar Denton, left tackle; Calvin back. It is generally expected he
$700. Goebel Ave. 3-room house.
LIGHT WEIGHT OR KNEE
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth your constituents in what you have
that is doing so much to aid mankind.
Thompson, left tackle; Herbert Kelp, will be exiled to Japan.
Southwest corner Worten ave.; $100
LENGTH
BOX
OVERMorris.
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Osteopathy, when well digested, is left guard; Bonner Rouse, right
done and will do (for I do not en•
cash. Balance $10 per month.
COATS.
nothing but good sense and reason.
tertain the fond hope that you who
Use Finn Want ans. eon resnitiL
guard; The:d.illee Puckett, right
It
is
a
in
conditions
method
for
treating
disease
have voted as you have today will
If the estimate of
We show a great range of
$450. Trimble street; 40 ft. lot.
by manipulation, to restore the normother districts are as modest as the change upon this vote), if you as
Corner 13th. Half cash.
Overcoats in the lightweights
MIIIMII1111111111111EIEEMENIM1111111•1111111F
al condition of the nerve.control and
estimate of the First district vote, delegates properly reflect the senti--grays, browns, tans and
the blood supply to every organ of the
the Republican state committee is ex- ment of the Democratic party which
blacks. Carefully tailored in
$625. Boyd street; 50 ft ft. lot
body by removing the physical ohcessively conservative in giving the sent you here, if the resolutions
every detail and priced from
Nearly opposite Trimble St. church;
structions, or by stimulating, or
*tate to Willson by 5,000. The First which have been proposed and which
810 up.
$50 cash. Balance 4 years.
district will not go 8,000 Democratic. you will adopt express the sentiments
checking, functional activity, as the
The
Knee Length London
of the party in this state, if the party
conditions may require.
$350. Harrison street lot. North
Box Coat is the latest style of
A diseased body is caused by SOMP
It will be right nice to get a com- declares In favor of a gold standard
Side, between 19th and 20th;
the
season
and
found
only
$25
fortable car at Second street and as you will if you pass this resolution,
interference to a working part of the
cash.
here. A beautiful example el
If Neu declare in favor of the imBroadway and ride to Maxfield.
,organism, had a correction of it 1
it is a handsome brown we are
poverishment of the people of Nebrings restored health. Therefore
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The truth will oat---even about a you go home indorses your action
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most effiective are headaches of all
and makes your position Its perma- •
newspaper's circulation.
malaria
and
kinds,
nervous
disorders,
$850. Monroe street; 5Ox165
This style has indeed made
nent policy. I promise you that I will
Is a Sacred Drama Founded on the Lifo of Christ as Portrayed in the
ft.
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lot. North Side, between
a hit with the young men.
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and
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16th and
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New
Testament
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and
child
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not
only
enjoy
TEACHERS.
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FOR
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many
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conditions,
n
indigestion
17th.
Shade
The
coat 4s longer in front
trees. Fine place to build
this grand performance, but will be held spell-bound at the sight of
Taking for granted for the (eke of my God under some other name, even •
forms, kidney troubles, neuralgia and
home. Half cash.
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alone."
the
the argument the claim of the state if I must go
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and
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Life
Size
Moving
Picture
of
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Savior
(successfully
rheumatism. It treats
effect; the seams are the welt
administration that it increased the
and the multitude, and till beautiful surrounding scenes. Every parhowever, nearly all diseases. If YOU
effect and the vest is a nov$1350. 4-room Bronson Ave.
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know,
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.
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1 Peninsular Stoves & Ranges

Real
Estate
Bargains

Made in Detroit

Are made by the world's most skilled
stove builders and possess many
features not found in any other line.
When you buy a Peninsular you buy
the best. Complete line of Oaks, Air
Tights and Hot Blasts.

I Parlor and Bed Steel Range
Room Suits $1.00
Per
Week

-E

PATTERNS in
Jap a n d China
Mattings from 15c to 40c.

1908

$8.98 up.

$1.25 up

EASY PAYMENTS
ON ALL GOODS.
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'PASSION PLAY"
...Life of Christ all week...

Commencing October 21

Special Singers and Music for this
Grand Event. .."Mrvit:VmINITIr=illit3:
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building have extended a cordial in- continues quite seriously ill though
iitaiicn to the members of the edu-.11.:. phs sicians do not (onsider him in
40
,ational department of the W011iall'a a serious condition. He is at Riverclub to attend the "Mothers' meet- side hospital.
Mrs. S. G. Lennox,- of Pittsburg, is
fug" on Thursday afternoon at 3
1
o'clock at that building. Mrs. Henry here to visit friends.
Mr,.. E. Spain. of Hopkinsville,
C. Overby, chairman of the educeDonal department, requests that each was iu the city today.
Surprise Party.
Mr. S. B. Moore. of Mayfield, is
The friends of Miss Jennie Sneed, member of her committee make it an
the city.
be
she
that
present.
matter
especial
a
her
of 1218 Tennessee street, gave
Miss Eva Powell, of Hampton, Livsurprise party Friday night. Music
county, was in the city shopingston
Claws.
Monday Afternoon Bible
and games were features of the evenping today.
The Monday Afternoon Bible Class
ing and
refreshments were afterMiss Lizzie Vaughn and mother are
wards served. Those present were: will meet at 4:30 o'clock on Monday
visiting relatives in Frankfort,
parish
of
the
house
Misses Cynthia Rollins, Georgia Sisk, afternoonat
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Thomas. of Ken,
Bonnie Phelps, Roxie Sneed, Geneva Grace Kpiscopal church. The Rev.
tuck). avenue, left this morning for a
Watson, May McIntosh, Lida Dycus, David Cady Wright will give the
trip to St. Louis.
Georgia Dipple; Messrs. Ivy Beck, second of his series of lectures on
Jpeciallq
Mr. F. G. Rudolph went to Dawson
Rodney Sneed, Boyd Phelps. Charles "Isaiah," "The Call of Isaiah." The!
with his
today to spend Sunday
Henley, Ben Osburn, Jerome Watsou public is cordially invited and men '
family
For Mobday we will place all our odds and ends
Louis McIntosh, Luther Webb, Her- are especially welcome. There was
Mrs. Elmer Porter returned to hex
corsets on sale-broken lots, some sljghtly soiled from
nard Schaeffer.
quite a large attendance at the first home at Paris, Tenn., today after
Kabo,
meeting last Monday, what sonic men visitign relatives is the city.
handling, but including the best brands, such as
We say and guarantee
• present. and. others, both
Delightful Evening Party.
business
Mr. Clyde O'Neil went to Princeton
J. B.. La Marguerite; etc ; styles either long or short
enterthat no soot will be in
Mr. and 'Mrs. W. C. Classing
and professional, have expressed a de- today on railroad business,
ow=
t
and best quality; corsets worth from $1.00
tained a number of their friends most sire to attend.
the stove or pipe after
Mrs. Mary Heath and (taught,
up to $3.50, Monday for
enjoyably last evening at their home
Miss Mamie, left tbiii morisina for ss
the en tire winter's
on North Sixth street In honor of
Horse Show Party.
Louis to make' their future home.
Mr.
E.
and
N.
work.
guest,
cousin
their
Col. Harrison Watts, president of Miss Heath is popular and her Man,
Sullivan, of Sullivan. Ky. The house the Paducah Horse Show association
NI
friends regret to see her leave.
was prettily decorated with flowers
will be the host of another horse Toni Heath will remain here ills
and plants. Music was a feature of
show this afternoon, at his home on Christmas. Mrs. liessie Heath sl
the evening's Pleasure. Delightful
Jefferson boulevard. He will enter- little daughter, May, will join them
••••••Ar
wilhsmiliredsbuilhorrewIrwiimmedim
mew
guests
The
served.
refreshments were
tain about 40 of his girl and boy at Cairo this morning.
were: Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Lynch,
in a most unique and delight.
friends
Mrs. S. B. Gott, Mrs. W. L. Smotherdetail of a horse
man, Mrs. A. ,A. Peck; Misses Della ful way. Every
miniature will be carried
Nichols, Ruth Gott, Emma Smother- show in
downagoompwagp../...
Our line is complete in
titter, Jessie Gott; Daisy Bryant, Clara out. The red, blue and gold are Once
Emma Smither- more in evidence in the decorations.
Gott.
Nichols,
Ruth
sizes, finishes, designs,
Ian.
Presbytei
-Earthquake.
There will be five events.
FIRST-The Rev. W. E. Cave, pas- man, Bessie Lou Watts, Maggie Gott,
quality and price.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
First. The best five gaited stick
Ida Gott. Bertha Porter, Blanche
Hoser residence phone 464; tor, Morning subject, "The Spiritual
entries.
25
only.
Our Prices range from
Girls
horse.
Messrs.
Williamson;
Katherine
Weapon." Evening subject, "Patient Perk.
In county Court.
Office 175.
Second. The best couple, stick
Ed Waggoner, Herbert Robertson,
Endurance."
On motion of Mrs. Ma> Wisdom
horse riders.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
KENTUCKY AVENUE--The Rev. Athol Robertson, Earl Smotherman,
doll rig Wallace, an heir, an ord..... was made
decorated
hest
Third.
The
Archie
Straub,
Broadway. Phone 196.
Will
Sanders,
Charles
J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning subFourth. The handsomest boy rider, in county court this morning dtrect--Earthquake Carpet Cleaner.
ject: "The Greatest of All Com- Househofider, Walter Sanders, Charles
lug the Lexington Banking and Trust
by the girls.
Purcell,
Joe
judged
veterinarians,
-Farley & Fetter,
mandments." Evening subject from Herdy, Allison Watts,
girl rider, company, administrator with will anFifth. .The prettiest
Herbert Streeter. E; N; Sullivan,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new New Testament.
nexed of B. H. Wisdom, to file a re
judged by the boys.
CUMBERLAND-a-The Rev. Joseph Walter Missing, Mr. May.
phone 361.
port of receipts and disbiesements of
ceildren
a
of
is
lover
Watts
Capt.
-We have just received another McLeekey, pastor. Revival at Tenth
Program of Matinee Musicale.
and his parties are famous events in the estate by October 26.
lot of those beautiful White Wax De- and Madison streets. Sunday school
will meet his young friends' lives. It is safe
Musical
deb
Matinee
The
o'clock.
9:30
13roadeay.
at
signs. Brunson's, 529
Deeds Filed.
on Wednesday afternoon in regular to propheiry this will be even more
-Best and cheapest, we rent bugIncorporated.
B. B. Griffith to J. G. Fleming, prop
semi-monthly session, at the NVom- delightful than all the others.
Christian.
gies, carriages and horses separately.
erty in the county, 6250.
an's club house, 608 Kentucky avepasMoore,
Rev,
B.
S.
FIRST-The
stable,
Huth phones 100. Copeland's
City of Paducah to W. C. O'Bryan,
Art Department Meeting.
tor. Morning subject: "A Glorious nue. There will be a business meet•
419 Jefferson street.
property on the Mayfiela road. at
3
at
o'clock
members
of
active
the
Art
The
Womdepartment
the
of
ing
"ConEvening
subject:
Chukh."
-Earthquake Carpet Cleaner. You
version." Sunday school at 9:30; and the program will begin at 3:30. an's club. Miss Anna Webb, chairman Cross creek. $300.
FOR SALE-Roil top deck with
-We give you better carriage and
John Ii. Pace and others to Steve
communion at 10:45. Evening er-' Under a new rule in force this year, held a most interesting meeting this
chair. Apply at this office.
than
$3,000,
money
the
county,
for
the
in
service
better
vices at 7:30. All services in lecture. only active members will he admitted morning at the club building. The Etter, property
WANTED-Goo:I boy 14
BOY
Sallie R. Morrow to J, W. Jones.
is given by any transfer company In
free of charge on pressntation of work of some of the most notable'-of
years of age Or over, RS messenger.
1
11
street,
Fourth
on
South
property
Amer-flat. Fine carriages for special
W.
door.
There the Grecian sculptors wits featured in
TENTH STREET-The Rev. J.
membership tickets at the
'Western Union Telegraith company.
$125.
occasions on short notice; also ele- Hardy. of Mayfield, recently of Nash- will be 25 cents admission charged a number of able papers.
FOR RENT Nine rooni house, 90
W. T. Ford, to B. F. Humphries,
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. ville, who is well known here, will all who are not Members. An attracfoot lot, 414 South Tenth. 3Sodera
county,
$55'S
the
property
in
Sunevening.
and
morning
have
preach
proReynolds
Paderewski
G.
H.
Mrs.
and
and
from
Dr.
tive Rubenstein
don't have to pull your carpet
Subeeriliersi inserting want ads in conveniences. J. A. Rudy.
gram has been arranged for Wednes- returned from Louisville.
off the floor to clean them, at Bieder- day school at 9:30.
The. Sun still kindly reseemeer that
WANTED-50 loads of dirt at 35
Licenses.
Marriage
Mr. A. Downs, postmaster at Murday by the leaders, Mrs. Samuel H.
man's.
•
all such items are to he paid for cents -per load. See David Rittoff.
Richardson.
Frank
Edna
Beiley
to
German,
last
city
night.
the
ray,
in
was
BraselL.
Adah
Miss
Daily
and
the
Winstead
to
-City subscribers
the rule ap- Old phone 1739-r.
Paul Tompkins Coates to Sallie %hen the ad is inurrtrill,
EVANGELICAL-The Rev. Wil- ton as follows:
Mayor J. W. Smith. of Eddeville.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
plying go every out. without exceppastor.
Owing to
Grace
May.
Bourquin,
diem
FOR RENT--No. 622 Jefferson
1. Biographical Sketch of Ruben- was in the city last night
papers stopped must notify our col- Dr. Bourque:es illness there will be
tion.
7 rooms, modern conveniences.
street,
of
Bennett.
E.
W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Edwin
Paderewskl-Mrs.
stein
and
lectors or make the requoats direct no services.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. Apply to Win. Hughes, Paducah
Police (apart.
Murray, were in the city today.
Rivers.
will
attention
No
to The Sun office.
LUTHERAN-The Rev. William
MITCHELLS for high-grace bicy- Banking Co.
Mr. M. Ilarkier Swan, an associa- Jennie Willoughby. colored, charged
2. "Kamennot Oetrow"-Rubenbe paid to such orders when given Grohter, pastor.
NO morning sertion tobacco prizer, of Murray, is in with carrying a concealed deadly cles. 326-328 South Third street.
steln-Miss Carolifie Maul.
A WIDOW wishes a position as
weapon, was dismissed. Hosie Morvices. Evening subject: "The Christo carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Hut SEHOLD goods for sale cheap housekeeper or tonnpanion. Reason3. "The Wanderer's Night Song"- the city today.
--Grapes, Grapes, Grapes, at Bie. tian Faith."
Mr. W. A. Anderson, of Barlow, is gan, drunkenness, $1 and costs: Apply 110 Farley street.
able for a good home. Address R..
David Flournoy
Rubenstein-Mrs.
Lam Rogers, colored, disorderly con&amen's.
in the city today. •
and Mrs. 3emes Weill°.
FOR heatitg aud stovewood rung care Sun.
duct, continued.
Methodist.
-Place your orders for welding
Mrs. John S. Bleecker and John S
4. Polisliee Dance--PaderewskiFOR RENT=WiCe farm about i
437 F. Levin.
TRIMBLE STREET-The Rev. G.
invitations at home. The Sun Is
this
Narhville
to
went
Jr.,
ilieecker,
Miss Isabelle Mohan.
from city. Good house and out
miles
603
in
rtment
RENT-Apa
FOR
morning
W. Banks, pastot. Usual
-It's very seldom that anything is
showing u great an assortment as
5. a. "Thou Art Like a Flower"- morning to visit. Mr. Bleorker accom
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh. buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T
by
Preaching
services.
evening
and
that's
But
given
away
days.
these
E. Lydon. •
b. Asra-Rubensteirr--Miss Mamie panted them.
you will find anywhere, at prices the pastor.
ROOMS for rent, 408 Washington
lion. Mac D. Ferguson, railroad what E. Guthrie & ('o. seem to be
much lower than you will have to
LOST-- -On Kentucky avenue, Broad
THIRD STREET--The Rev. Peter Dryfuss.
Louis- doing. Thsy offer the Pictorial Re- Old phone 2500.
6. Paper-"The Pianoforte, Its commissioner, arrived from
pay elsewhere.
tray or Jcfferson. an old point lace
Fields, pastor. Morning subject:
women,
a
view,
for
monthly
magazine
Third
flat,
FOR RENT-4 room
handkerchief valued as an heirloom.
--Delaware and Niagara Grapes at "The Characteristics of Sampson." Ancestors and Self"-Miss Alice ville thin morning. He returned to for one year free with each cash purand Tennesee. .Phone 222.
La Center at 9:30 o'clock
Ccmpton.
Finder please return to this office and
Biederman's.
Usual evening services._
rea
When
over.
or
chase
of $:e00
Miss Grace Williams, of Krebs staold phone receive reward.
W1/01.1,
DRa
FOR
7. "Minuet"-Paderewski - Mrs
-Flower pots! Flower pots deli'
BROADWAY-The Rev. W. T.
the
porter for this paper went into
tion, is in the city.
2361,
ered. M. J. Yopp Seed Co. 124 South Bolling, pastor. Usual morning and George B. Hart.
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Guthrie store t,):iay there was a largo
Virand
Katterjohn
W.
F.
477.
Messrs.
phones
ein--Mrs
Both
F-Rubenst
in
8.
Melody
street.
Second
evening services.
500 LOADS dry stove wood for loads of scrap iron at 50 cents per
crowd of women taking advantage of
from
Chicago
and
Sherrill
.
returned
Kodak
gil
In
Hart
-Loose heat Style
MECHANICSBURO-The Rev. J. Lela Lewis and Mrs George B.
100 pounds. See David Rittoff. Oldthis genert,us offer.
quick delivery. Both phones 203.
post-card albums. Something entire- NV. Cantrell, pastor. Sunday school Mr. Emmet Bagby and Mr. Richard this morning.
at Rivera; phone 1739-r.
-Porter
WANTED
Superintendent McCabe, of the
9:15, G. W. Smith, superintendent, Scott.
ly new at R. D. Clements & Co.
FOR RENT-The house formerly
hospital. Must have good references.
P11.104 CURED AT HOME BY
Nashville division of the I. C., went
-That fine, pure Maple Sugar and preaching 10:45 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
occupied as a barber shop on South
METHOD
misottyrioN
NEW
acres
-70
SALE
FOR
FARM
after
Biederyesterday
Tenn.,
to NashIlle,
by the presiding eider, the Rev. W.
Visitor Complimented.
Maple Syrup has arrived at
If you suffer from bleeding. Itching gravel road, public school.
J. M. Seventh street, opposite court house.
L. Creech; Junior League, 2:30 p.
man's.
Mrs. George Broadfoot, entertain- spending several days hetes
Enquire next door.
blind or protruding Piles send me Clarke, 13e9 Jefferson street.
Mr. Lawrence S. Cleaves has re-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the m.; Senioraseague, 7:00 p. m.; choir ed a few of her friends most pleasyour address, and I will write you
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
hatiii
acbest
evening
7:00
have
where
Ky..
T,C:NICKELLS'
Wednesday
meeting
TRY
Lexington,
I
from
and
turned
months.
city for a few
antly Thursday evening in honor of
yourself at home by the
how
cure
to
work guaranteed. Solomon, The
All
for
city
in
soles
half
ruled
quired an interest in his business and p. m.
her guest, Mrs. James Lines, of Cin- he attended a meeting of the district new absorption treatment; and will sewed, oak
Fourth and Washington. Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
durability.
of
Pythias
of
the
of
Knights
deputies
shall look after it for him. Any incinnati, Ohio, -who will leave Monday
also send some of this home treat1016-a.
Episcopal.
formation with reference to any
Kentucky.
FOR SALE- Cheap. one pair of
for Denver, Col.
ment free for trial, ,with references
FOR SALE- al have several desiratWright,
prompt
C.
v.
David
receive
will
GRACE-Re
it
of
Horn,
Louisof
branch
Mr. George B. Van
mules, one pair horses. Call old phone
from your own locality if requested
able lots on Kentucky aven for sa e
tention if you will call up The Sun rector. Holy communion 7:30 a. m.;
ville, is here to attend ths drummers'
211-a.
Immediate relief and permanent cure
, on reasonable terms. I also have a
office. Both phones 368. E. J. Pax- Sunday school 9:30 a, m., M. yin- Invitation Extended Edu(etional De- banquet tonight at the Psimer.
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks- f:trrn of 27 acres 10 miles from
part fluent.
assured. Rend no money, but tell
rent Salvos. superintendent; morning
ton.
army
tpe
of
Reed:
William
Captain
Bros. co. Old phone 1261 r. New city. %Val eell at a bargain. See Ill.'
The teachers of the Washington
others of this offer. Write_to hares_X. dale
--Twenty-five cents for a nice prayer and sermon 10:44, selsiect.
service, will arrive today from Evans
phone 1260.
Ind
Bend,
South
at 119 South Fourth. J. P. Holt.
Box
Slimmers,
P.
Bitelerman's.
Time."
at
Computing
of
Grapes
Way
"God's
basket of
ville, Ind., to accept recraits enlisted
-SHAMPOOING, hairdressing. eciep --LOST---Thid black leather peCkeC
-The Ingleside Rebecca Lodge is Evening prayer and sermon 7:30 p.
at the Paducah office by Sergeant
IR treating. hair d)erg and manicuring.:hook containing notes and about $4
-going to give a gypsy social next m. Monday Bible class in the parish
Blake for the army service.
I
phone
2068.
Old
Dawson.
Mattis
in currency. Lost between Kentucky
Monday night at the Woodmen's hall house at 4:30 p. m. The rector will
Mr. J. W. Guliett, of ElizabethPHONE 921 for (retiree light mov- theater and
Rowlandtown. Return
on Fourth street. Everybody invited lecture on'"The Call of Isaiah." The
*own, Ill., arried here yesterday.
ing and general hauling of all kinds to this office and reseive reward.
public, men especially, Is invited to
No admission charged.
from
returned
Mr. Lee Levy has
Ned Pullen.
-Large, fat and fine Bananas at these lectures.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neatetOX BOgto
New York.
ORDER your dry stove wood, loose'ly done. Satisfaction
Biederman's.
guaranteed.
Mrs. C. E. Whitesldes, of ColumBaptist.
and bundled kindling fro u Johnstonbus, Ind., has returned home afterl
Work called for and delivered. Ors
FIRST-The Rev. Calvin Thome.
Denker Coal Ces-Both phones 203.
spending two weeks with MTS. John'
trial is all I ask. James Duffy. South
son, pastor. Morning subject: "What
FOR SALE--Four room frame cotstreet
Sixth
North
of
Oehlschlaeger,
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
Shari Be Done Unto the Man Whom
tage, 517 Harahan boulevard; modern
Mr. L. H. James, of Marion, Ky.
462-a
the King Delighteth to Honor'e
conveniences. _Apply on premises.
is in the city.
Esening subject: "A Dying Man's
101S
:
FOR SALE CHEAP- Dealt
WANTED-To buy a good strong
Mrs.
Mrs. G. H. \Varneken and
Answer."
property on South Fourth. Three
Ten full size
H.
'scone-hand
care
trunk.
Address
Tenn
Clarksville.
of
Anne
Berryman,
SECOND-The Rev. L. G. Graham,
houses, numbers 427, 431 and 435.
packages of
Sun.
and Miss Mettle Fowler will go by
pastor. Usual morning aud evening
Clark and Adams streets..
between
FOR RENT- Nice Meint ropm
r'ver to Evansville tomorrow, returnservices.
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin.
bath, etc., with or without board
ing on Tuesday.
NORTH TWELFTH STREET-The
"The Master Craftmanshq'
III. Box 306, or inquire at Joe Bren626 Kentucky avenue.
Mr. G. H. Wurneken. of ClarksRev. J. R. Clark, pastor. Sunday'
ner's shoe -shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
afterthis
ville. Term., returned home
school at 3 o'clock.
WANTED-Two young ladles, one avenue, for full particulars.
noon after a visit of several darn in
to play piano and the. ogler to sing
For Only $1.00
NIGHT SCHOOL-First months
Seventh Day Adventists.
the city.
for moving picture show. Apply to
tuition free if you clip and mall or
from
This Is the Asseetsseat.
returned
has
Services every Saturday at 821
Mr. R. Downs
313 Broadway.
present this notice within the next
. 2Se
las&
South Sixth street's- Sabbath school
an extended trip to California and
WE ARE NOW in a position to live days to Draughon's Practical
expect him to have eon tidenee
• 250
sati.fy
to
this
do
We
. 25e
2:30 p. ne Preaching at 3:30 p. m.
Nevada, where he has extensive minserve any and all kinds of sandwiches Business
(incorporated)
College
• 2Se
in us and in our statements;
All are heartily invited. ing interests.
25e
every man's fancy.
chile and halt tamales, 111 1-2 South 314 14 Broadway, Paducah.
Old
such
deserve
25c
Dilmean
to
we
known
and
Henry Petter, the well
`
•
_ 3Se
parths'
asking
for
1755
phone
Third,
Science.
Christian
utes Central fireman. calash t his left
250
confldence.
We have made for our band
this remarkable offer. If you
. 25e
Services Sunday 10:34 a. m. WedFOR SALE - Confectionery stock
shaking an evgine grate
while
Pres swelsc
There are no facts about the
and fixtures. Good location. %VIII q u t at end of month. owing nothoue
nesday, 7:30 p. m.: Sunday school at
trade the finest line of yesterday and crushed it.
$2.70
at special rate--$4
134toeular retail price
a. m. Hall 527% Broadway.
sell cheap If sold before October 18 or continue
not
you're
9:30
clothes we sell that
Attorney J. R. Grogan is in MurIre am tilt psu
month:
at sea will call at oar store today Company's
ready to-wear garments, ray on legal I)nAness.
Address A., care Sun.
pea
welcome to; one nice thing in
ewe Wall yearatit at the Sashed
--‘11-INTED-For U. S. army: Ableliseedecter. efiet of tea stsatlard toilet prapeaudeet
Salvation Army, 130 Broadway.
-ANK JONES-The musician and
R
-FMr. and Mrs. M. E. Gilbert
is
lour.
of
goods
price
usual
Roxboro
&a
to
handling
like
lit
but as some men
bodied unmarried men between ages
At
Sunday seivices as follows:
leteire this afternoon for a week's visit
barber, is now with Avant & Morton.
of 21 and 35; eitistsns of the United
that they're clothes we can
hall, 11 a. m. holiness meeting; 3 p.
Murray.
to
404
and
would
be
Broadway,
pleased
their
of
detail
each
dirtct
States, of good character and temm., song and testimony meeting; R
Mrs. Rachael Gordon, of Pittshurg,
tell the truth about.
to see all his old customers. For muperate habits, who can speak, read
p. m., gospel service and chalk talk.
custhis
have
we
suits,
arrived last night and is at the
sic call old phone 991-a.
We want you to realize that
Openwrite English. Men wanted now
o'clock.
and
2
at
meeting
Children's
Palmer House.
We have all these prepLOST--Lady's black purIe, with far service in Cuba. For information
tom department and our
air meeting on Broadway orre-half
we think our interest in sellDr. Frank Boyd has returned from
brass trimmings. on Husbands road apply to Recruting Officer, New Richrations in stock a n d
hour previous to these meetings.
Louisville, where he attended tht
ing you clothes is the game as
experience state
and
between Tyler and Overkamp school mend House. Paducah, Ky.
facilities
meeting.
medical
exof
be
to
know them
We
yours in buying them.
house. Return to Sun offiee for reChurch Notes.
•
SITUATION OFFERED lel firstmake it the most satisMr. F. E. White has returned from
ward.
cellent quality.
The Woman's Misionary society of ,
couldn't afford to take any
"lass harness makers; 1 gig saddle
western Ken
over
trip
days'
nine
a
on
LOST-On Ohio street between maker, familiar with the making of
the First Baptist church will
factory tailor shop in lucky, advertising sale of lots in other position.
Eighth
and Third streets, one leather all styles of saddles and who can
Tuesday, October 22, pack a box for
that
Gregory Heights. He reports
the city.
razor case with 4 razors, 2 pair shears take .charge of the satiate room; 1
the frontier missionary. It is desired,
there is much interest in the sale
Finder return to J. P. Sneae, 803 first-Mass harness cutter: , I firstthat all the ladies of the church hell)
throughout this, portion of the state.
South
Third. Barber.
in this great Work.'
plass riding saddle maker for stock
Mr. H. B. Honseri: of Lingview.
..sell lub- saddles. Steads _PM Dloyment-guiranarrivestori4gitt •44' be watt
Ter:S
vitt
Prntt, colored, 18 Years
ricating oils and greases on salary teed to sober, steady workers. None .
his wife, who is visiting Mrs. Charles
old, died of fever at 726 South Sevor commission. Excellent side line but good men need apply. Write at
Harton.
enth street this morning, The bode.
13rugglistes
The Champion ReStting Co., Cleve- one". Southern Saddlery Co., Chs'
Mr. T. Ja Atkins, vice-president of
will he hurled Sunday morning in
tanooga, Tenn.
land, Ohio.
Fifth and Broadway. Asp.Palm Hesse.
bank,
tonsi
Amertean-Germanitat
the
Oak Grove cemetery. '
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Keep Warm

And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.

2iondaq

$1.00 up to $3.50
priced

=

This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.

Vorsetd, 75c

A

75c

•

A

dies

LOCAL NEWS

Torrer4

AT THE CHURCHES

IN Tili COURTS

$I 25 to S75.00

Don't fail 2 C the Best Line

fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

WANT ADS.
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Special Offer
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When a man comes
to us for clothes we
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Some of these Chinese clos, Consumption's
verb gorgeous in cyorlia-e, to lee( it
.
your doctor if he creersoes of i-i;
so. perhaps, for the conservative worecord
in New
!,•J!cr.'plionfor An
MAK
man. but the most attractive of all
York
City
alone:
.1 .-e.)e his answer seathcut guess'or".
the models in our opinion are thesuffer40,000
i-on's of soft, •heavy Week satin, lined'
er,; 10,000 deaths
with color and embroidered In these,
anle
has
and
'
,
vett amazing di*
*
iontal
blues:
every
yellows
yea"-200
and
greens
vtrislty
itn.n c-rtnio
presuribed
(1,
NNtth the lovely dull blues largely pre.
weekly-28 daily—
The Lung 11 rap.
dinninating. There are touehes of
one every hour.
There are, of mai se, many semi- gold in some of these embroideries
49 4) 43 49 49 4) 4) 49 4) ea ea ea ea ea ea ea ea fitting and somewhat formal separate and big gold ornaments with pendant
Scott's
.coats of redIngute character, but tassels fasten the coat at the throat
Emuls
ion
The woman who hasn't a pictur- the se belong more properly
to the
Other Chinese-and Japanese models
esque enveloping coat to wear over realm of the costume coats and it is
has cured more
much like the mandarin coats in
Sheer frocks this sinter will be, sar- ;of loose, flowing, artistic wraps we ghat*, are of plain material merely
coughs
and colds
eould speak, the wraps all soft text- bordered
torially speating. lost.
in Japanese embroidery, or
prevente
and
d more
lure and fluent lines and lovely color- perhaps with big
squares of emFor many SC160118 past the sepaeng. Some of them are elaborate te broidery in each
consumption than
corner
at
theesottom
rate coat or wrap has been gradually. an extraordinary degree, compact of
of the coat fronts, on the chest and
any other preparagaining in importance and taking riei embroideries and rare laces and on the
sleeves. These last models
tion
in the world.
unto itself more and more attractive- hand stitcher , but others, the ma, while not so purely oriental as the
jority, while expensive because ema- mandarin
All druilfiSte SCe. and $1.00.
coats, are very odd and
ness, but the increasing(' vogue of
sheer materials for all-year-round nating front master hands have a cer- effective. The variety in loose cloth
tain artistic simplicity, trust mtesh to moats not
of brinetal character is prae
wear has promoted the long wrap
their lines and have but little elabo- Itically endless.
from a luxury to a necessity, end this
o
tate ornamentation.
autumn sees the cult ot the garment
The buttons and passementerie or- DON'T WANT POLLS
The Japanese and Chinese ids naments used upon the coats bare
at high tide.
AT FIRE STATION.
Every importer has yielded to still hold considerable sway in this nos& to do with the cachet of the
tUft plat ion and bought numerous praline* of dress, and certain des- garments. and cleats from famous
Members of the fire and police
model coats for purposes ranging'r titletie oriental ideas cdopted by makers often owe much of their discommiesion
obiest to voting booths in
from motor wear to opera wear, and !Parisians last winter have just made tinction to such ornanaen:s ohylouely
Nos. 2 and 4 fire
statione. Station .
way to the attention of the made especially for the coat front
a study of these models so diverse.1
the
yet so alike In their gen ea! sugges- crowd. Among the handsomest afid materials used elsewhere in the gar- men are bothered a great deal by tel.
tion of ample folds and graseful most praetleal evening coats brought ment and not bought ready made at ephone messages of inquiry
isbout
flowing lines. Is hound to interease the over by Ameriean importers appear button or trimming counter. It is in
Vote, and again it is feared that
student's respect for French design veritable Chinese mandarin coats em- such details as Giese that the French the
im case of fire, visitors or election ofera. Here where picturesqueness may broidered in true Chinese fashion and espesially excel, and it le by such
ficers may get hurt. It is stated that
without impropriety have its (ling the,coloring down to a point about half touches that a model gains distinccommissioners will suggeet other votartist In the designee hae tenine full eay bite:ern waist and knee and fall tIen.--New York Sun.
ing places after the geuerel election.
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MAGUS GO FREE
ON INSTRUCTION

Where the
Door Opens
Constantly

Judge Says No Crime Was
Proved Committed
Famous Murder Trial, In Which Husband and Necond Mrife' Are
Defendant., Ends,

THE

STIOHY

•

You can quickly heat and keep
cozy the draughty hall or cold room
conditions
no :nailer what the weather
much
how
knew
only
are— and if you
real comfort you can have from a

ttt
..se
- :Pee set
'
. eoefe
OF

THE

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

GRIME.

Decatur, III.. Oct. 19.—Acting under instructions from Judge Cochran
the jury last night returned a verdict
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
acquitting Frederick Magill and his
wife, Faye Graham' Magill, of the
you wouldn't be without one another hour. Turn the wick as high
charge of murdering Mrs. Pet Magill
as low as you please—there's no danger—no steeke— no smell
or
first wife of Magill. In his instruc—Fist
direct intense heat--that's bccause of the smokeless device.
tions to the jury, the judge said the
Beautifully finished in nickel and japan—ornastate had failed to prove corpus demental anywhere. The brass font holds 4 quarts. givBete
We
ing heat tor 9 hours. It is light in weight—easily
On May 31 last, Mrs. Pet Magill
carried from room to room. Every heater warranted.
was found dead at her,hotue in Clintolle 111. A post-mortem examination
meets the
of the
held six weeks after her death showneedbright.
student-La
ed that she had been suffocated by
steady light—Aral to read or
chloroform. On July 5: In Denver,
study by. Made of brass—nickel plated, latest imCol., Frederick Magill, her husband
proved central draft burner. Every lamp warranted.
married 3.0138 Faye Graham, a young
II your dealer does not carry Perlection Oil Heater
woman- who had been a close friend
and Kayo Lamp write our nearest agency.
of Mrs. Magill. Four days later, in
STANDARD OIL, COMPANY
San Diego, Cal., Magill and his secklia•Asoorsted)
ond. wife were arrested on a charge
of murdering the firet Mrs. Magill. In
the trial the state claimed that Magill
and Miss Graham, by their conduct,
leraiellaNthA:0'" all:JitAnoirst1.1.'5.1•A ft•tr3t larITISCUTAJW.WWWWW1131111
011
.
.
1 .
01 6
had driven Mrs. Magill to suicide and
were therefore guilty eft murder. The
de tense introduced letters writen be
Owing to the fact that we are installing a large additional
Mrs. Magill shortly before her death
amount of new machinery, we have several good jobs to offer
in which she complained of "unhearexperienced transfer knitters on children's hose and halt hose.
elle headaches" and tho constant
Also loopers on both coarse and fine work.
"nagging" of her husband's relatives
Witnesses also testified that Mrs. Ma,
We pay the highest wages of any knitting mill in the south.
gill Lad often talked of committing
and many of our hands earn from $10 to $12 per week. This
sulfide. In a letter to her husband
mill is modern in every • respect. For further information adritten the day before her death. Mrs
dress Henry Sprang, manager of the Topsy Hosiery Mills,
Magill asked Win to marry Faye GraColumbus, Ga. We will not advance transportation.
hem in case anything should happen
to her. Magill was employed in the
bank at Clinton, Ill., chief owner of
which is Vaspasian Warner, United
States commissioner of pensions.
Yesterday's Proceedings.
Decatur, III.. Oct. 19.—At the open
leg of court yesterday in trial of Fred
and Fay. Magill for the alleged murder of Magill's first wife, Pet, the attorneys for the defense asked the
court to instruct the jury to return a
verdict bf not guilty, became, they
contended the letters found
after
Mrs. Magillee death had been proven
4
u
to be in her handwriting and there
had been no testimony that they weie
not.
-"What's the use of spouting oratory
all day?" argued
the
attorney
5/‘, * • (
"There is no proof of murder."
.
I
6,4 154
Judge Cochran refused to instruct
for an acquittal and the arguments
began.
W. E. Redman made +he opening
argument for the state. He read a
cleceiron of the eupreme court of IlliVIIM"
nois to the etTc, t that if a person
Lnows another intends to commit suicide, and if he aids, or abets or encourages such person in that art, he
• ••••
i- guilty of murder. He argued that
Fred Magill knew his wife was contemplating Es Weide and that he encouraged her, adding to her despondency by his attentions to Fay Gra
ham.
In this Magill mystery there are
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
several elements well known to the
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
lawyers on each side, but which cannot, under the rules of evidence, be
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are 'ironed perfectly
laid before the jury. Thus, a possible
and without injury.
reason why Fred Magill married Fay
Graham within flvt weeks after the
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plsqed bosoms like new, and
death lef his wife was only hinted at
the "hump" so-often seen is missing.
before the jury yesterday. Fred MaNo other
gill testified that up to the time his
it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
wife died he had no love for Fay.
sending us your laundry.
"Were you in love with her when
a week buys any Buck's stove your wife died?" he was asked.
or range sent to your home on "I was not." he answered.
"Then why did you marry her?"
approval.
pursued the prosecuting attorney.
"To please Niagtiterite, to carry out
my wife's dying request and to proBoth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth Si,
tect her from scandal and gossip,"
was his answer.
The lawyers in the case say the ab- inumssmutp
solute truth is that Fred Magill did
not wish to marry Fay Graham. He
declared positively that he would not
marry her. He weshed to take his 17t
year-old daughter as far away from
the gossipins tongues of Clinton as
he could, and he sold everything he
lowned. and with the $5.0.00 thus
and girls who are worn cut with the toil of daily work, find in Wine
'realised he planned to go to Califorof Cardui a remedy that will assuage their pains, build up their nerves,
nia, leaving Fay behind. , Then MarIguelete put down her foot She said:
restore their appetites and strengthen their weary bodies. No women
"You will marry Fay aid take her
suffer so generctlly from the diseases peculiar to their sex, as those
with us or you will go without me
Mamma put me in care of Fay. She
who weaken their system with over-work, be It at office, store, or home.
As the Government Stamp will inditold you to marry Fay, andtyou shall
To such over-worked women
cate. Purity of the
do it."
This is the story as Marguerite has
told it in confidence to her father's
lawyers and they believe it. If it Is
true it explains many things hitherto
unexplained in This tragedy.
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Hosiery Mill Help Wanted

1

..mc.xxxvorme.,„

Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

raise for #ucks
g stove
and rangeS Sent for
free test a,pproval
11111111MEILI____ANIIIIMc.F:85_111111111111111111

AMERICiNg6TRMAN NATIONAL BANK

We Use the King of All
Bosom Iron.ers.-.Why?

--last call--last cafl last call. — we have sent out scores upon scores of Buck's
stoves and ranges on approval and are receiving scores upon scores of letters in
praise of them.
the great sale will continue for this week only—you can't al•
ford to miss it. — act now —let us tell you all about this wonderful stove today.
—when you get a Rut-k's your stcve
troubles all end and -cooking becomes a
pleasure.

Women
Weary
With
Work
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and etatine your age. sVe will send you
TM ADVICE, in piain scaled envel To, and a valuable et-page Book on "Home Treatmeet fur women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The.
Chattanooga Medidne Co...Chattanooga, Tenn.

1

toAlk S1.00

STAR LAUNDRY

Working Women

NINE SUMMERS OLD

wal CARD I

Woman's
&lief

c:Dines as a boon and a blessIrg, as is proved by Its wonderful success, for the past 50
years. In the treatment of female diseases. "1 cannot recommend Cardui too highly,"
writes Mrs. Nellie French. of Batavia, 0. "I had been bothered with pains In my back,
and would nearly die with the headache every month. I took 3 bottles of Cardui and it
eased away all pain. I have recommended Cardui to mary of my friends." It Is safe,
non-intoxicating and abeeletely Wee' l e Good for your: ad old. Try It.

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles
gvislf:!A•

Early Times

Funeral This Afternoon,
The l funeral of Mr. John Friant,
Who died Thursday night of paralysis,
was held this morning at theresidene
e
of Mr. James Shl'rrill, his brother-inlaw. at Eleventh and Jefferson streets
The service was conducted by Rev,
William Bourquin. Burial was at
Oak Grove cemetery.
Election Ofliyers Notified,
Deputy gheriff Clark Fortson. is
crying official notice on election °Metes in seventeen counter precinctee
There are elety-eight 'sincere ,to
I erred, and Use work Will require a'

week or more,

Arid

Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

4

•••

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
of WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and inflamed membranes
lining .the neck of the Bladder
producing the pains.

•

.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
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ANIERICAN AElioNACTS
LONG DISTANCE RECORD.

By ROBERT BARR.
'The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont." "Tekla.- "in the Midst al
Alarnaa." "Speculations of 1abn Steele." "The Victors.' Etc.

18 Yeats' Success

Sail in Balloon 150 Miles From St.
Louis Into. West l'irnin in
Ti Jai Trip,

FREE

PADUCAH, Sit BROAl)WAY;
or Evansville, Memphis or St. 'Anita.

Copyright. 1905. by Robert Barr. /
Arrangement with The Authors anal Newspapers Association of New Tort.

KILLS LOVER .1I) IS l'REED.
AGED %VW! eN HUN DoW N.
St. Louis, Oct. 19.--aAeronauts J.
C. MeCay'and Captain Charles DeF. Prince Von linelow, German Imperial Jury Det idea Florenuce Gray's Art
Watt. lii Self-lklense.
Chanceller, in Accident.
Chandler, of the United States signal
corps, who ascended in the United
'should." said Jack, holding out his
(Continued from last issue.)
Laporta•, Ind., Out. 18.—Florence
hand, which the other shook rather
States signal corps balloon from here
Harnlairg. Oct. IS—Prince Von
As Alan pitched forward one of his unresponsively.
at 4:10 Thursday evening, won the Buelow, imperial chancellor, eas in Gay was this afternoon acquitted by
Two dosese give relief, and
outtlung anus struck against an obstaLahm cup by their flight into West a fatal automobile accident today.la jury in the superior court of the
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one box wit cure any ordinary
pie. It was a human figure, and from said elovsly, "for all you have told we
Virginia, having covered approxi- The prince btart41.1 for Hamburg to- murder of Frank Brown, of Three
case of Kidney or Bladder
the feel of the leather straps which his about electricity. 'that knowledge I
mately 450 miles. The isahm cup day front nags aere and hired an auto OaSe. her avowed .lover, whom she
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
lingers touched in the impact he knew expect to put to many useful purposes
was offered by Lieut. F. P. Lahm to cab to, take hern to the residehCe of, killed. as the evhieutce proved, in
Emissions,
Siabetes, Seminal
The asse•icnt multi It i(IOLA 11P.
it was the jailer and not Lamont.
in the future, and the exercise of it
Weak and Lame Back, Rheumaany American aeronaut who would the Burgomaster. Wh .le on the way self-letense. The jury was out but
Old football tactics coining to mem- will also make the hours drag less
tism and all irregularities of the
beat the record of 402 miles he made an aged woman tried to cross the :45 minutes.
ory. Alan clung to the man his arm slowly than they did before you came." down with us ami mlvise them to stir- last year in the international balloon
Kidneys and Bladder in both
•
toad in front of the mai hine and be- i
safe
from
had chanced upon and bore him along
men and women. Sold at 50
-Oh, that's all right:" cried Jack. mender quietly; °there ise,
contest when he traveled that dis- , came confused and Was run down bet- 'When “nit base your honesty whol
cents a box on he No Cure No
to the ground, Jack, who had pressed with enthusiesue "1 ant sure you idle cossm ot) the stairway. we can pot them tame from Paris in a balloon and fore the cab could he stopped. The iy on 1.011 a- the tempter always ta
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
forward in the darkness, being carried very weleonte to what teaching I have in alt opeu boat."
won the James Gordon Bennett cup. physician who t-xamincd the wow:4 0,-1.0w vett juater premiums.
store, Fourth and Broadway,
"I will go down with you," said the
down as well by the other's fall.
been able to give you, and no teacher
.
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"Yes, they will obey me-if they hear tenLion to make a test Hight prelimi- her of L
distinguishable heap. It was no ordi- llighnees, although I fear I have been
Ky.
to Hamiturg on the e:ecnary combat of two to one, for neither lax in my duties, and pedaloes the we. I was going to add that only yes- nary to the international aeronautic hie journey
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cars.
of the prisoners could may which was Luowledge of this place whieh you terday did I arranee the electric bell contests which beg:n here next week tric
KENTUCKY.
the jailer and which his friend. The have got through my negligence has down at the landing, with instructions and they expected to remain in the
night. Yesterday a mess
Weddings resulting from chance Sauk Binding,, Rank
4IPLANS TO triURPASS LUSITANIA. Jailer, troubled by no such doubts, laid assisted you in LI111k!IIK fiti escape to those men to tuke a telegram) whieh air all
Work. UPI
I had writfee in case of emergencies .sage, dropped from the balloon, was acquaintances may well be listed unabout hint lustily and was only pre- whicb I had not thought possible."
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Hamburg-Antericen Will Equip 47,- iented from crying out by the fact
Jack laimited gsod natartelly.
that his heavy fur cap had in the fall
000-Ton Boat With Nsw Engines.
"All's fair in love and war," he said. or day, when that bell rang. Yourtonice in Chicago from Leesburg, O..
tee•otne jammed down over his face "Imprisonment is a section of war. I highness, the bell rang move than half saying they had dropped the message
a. m. and were traveling south Berlin, Oct. 1S.—Director. Bailin as far as the chin and could not for must mintit that- electricity has been an bourne°. 1 have uot been allowed at
result."
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of. the Hamburg-American, line was the moment he dislodged.
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The placid old man put his hand on over Gallipolis. 0., and later in tilt'
METROPOLIS, ILL.
quoted today in a published inter- He reached for and drew the sword Latimer yourself, governor. for you albestowing arteries-on they were seen hovering
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Itching at once, acts as a poultice,
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"What do you onean by that, govgives instant relief. Williams' Indian pressure,
prince, swinging around and presentPACKET COMPANY.
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Dr. King's
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guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
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EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
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Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLig
House wiring, electric plants installed.
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Let Us Show You How It

9killipo
Co..

RETIRED FARMER AND FRENCH.M A N DIES.

119-113 11,10ADWAY
Niles Stella Wise Succumbs to Ravager of the %%like Plagues-Funeral Tomorrow.

xtraordinarq Aciring ci

linen Vieceel for `Aiondaq
Attraetivek grieed
Monday we will have on display some very attractive
FORpieces
in linen, hand embroidered, hemstitched or
plain, table covers, scarfs, tray covers, center pieces, etc.,
match !.ets or ,:cld pieces. Every r.ousewife will appreciate
the p i es noted below, particularly whea she sees the quality
of art picces offered These are things that you can't over
buy a::d now is the chance for economical purchases. :.

sittraetive Values in 'gable Voverg
tne or :ism gar Xenotitcked, acme Ylain ;tem and ;Ewa Znthroidered
15C

_.••••

.

4eC
50C
50C

30x30 __
30:30
16136
44x45
:30x36___

,teeedingiti Ifotv

6earis at Vriees

dome Aeinstitcked, ,leme Srawn Work and ;Sense
18x27
18x72
20c
18136 ...... ........ ___
P4x15 .

25c
25c
35C
-45C

$ .69
85.
2.40
2.95
1.25

18x54
18172
184
18x54

in.
$ .65
.95
1.45
1.95

2.25

graq Vorers and Soi(lies, Xemstrietked or 91ain
cr Dama;sk yringe.
15x10
12x12

_ 1 5C
15C
10C

18x 18.-1___
11x15.__._.......__
9x 9

25c
15c
1 OC

Xand `e. mbroidered Sullies and Venter Iieees
igatck dets.
Sosilie4
'sin. at

'Center Yieces

.....

35c

50c
6c c

9 in. at

12 Ia. at
12 in. at.....

-65c
,jaitenberg

95c

20x54-

18 in. at
.......
24 in. at
281n at
Is in. at
24 in at _____._..._

$1 . 1 5
1.50
2.00
.95
1 .40

,learf;$
isx:tit

io add ze.it to this skowing we will hare a few special YaNe linen ralue4
worth year conJideration---onday.

I
Mr. Nicholas Miller, SO years old,
la retired farmer, died of general debility at 1122 Tennessee street, this
!fouling at 12:45 o'clock. He Was
boin in France and had been in this
icounty 66 years. He !eaves a wife
and a sister, airs. Catherine Smith.
The funeral
will be held Sunday
morning at 9:30 o'clock at St. Francis de Sales church. The burial will
be in Mt. Carmel cemetery.
.11 alt Carmel cemetery.

Cuts the Fuel Bill in Half
For Soft Coal, Lignite or Hard Coal
As you know fully one-half the carbon available for heat in soft coal is gas, the entire gas
supply used for fuel and illumination in many cities and towns being made from common soft. coal.
The ordinary stove in burning soft coal allows this gas half of the fuel to pass up the chimney
unburned, thus wasting it as a heat producer.
Cole's Original Hot Blast Stove, by means of the patented Hot Blast draft and other
patented features, distills this gas from the upper surface of the coal, utilizing it as a heat producer
along with the fixed carbon or coke in the coal, thus burning all the coal. This is why

Cole's Original
Hot Blast

Mists Stella Wine.
Stella Wise, 19 :.ears old,
dieighter of Mrs. Florence Wise, died
of consumption this morning at
o'clock at 1022 South Fouyth sto
She was born in Webster county a:
had ben in Paducah sixteen ye.
The funeral will be held Snm! :+1
'noon at 2 o'clock at th, I •
;street Methodist church. The bui
:Ali; be in Oak Grove cemetery.
Miss

Saves the Dollars and makes a ton of common $3.00 soft coal
lignite do the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal.

or

Your old stove and imitation Hot Blast are not air tight,
do not save the escaping gases and do not give you a warm
house at night. You cannot afford to say to yourself "My
old stove will have to do this winter." The old stove is
eating up the price of a new stove every year. Not only
that, but on top of the cost is the unsatisfactory result it
gives. It is always out the coldest morning.

Even Heat Day and Night-F.Ire Never Out

RAILROAD NOTES
Mr. James Gish, the well known
illinols Central machinist, 12111.
Mr. John Cathey, formerly of Pa '
Aucale who is now working In 34emMits. is .visiting Mr. James Polk, the
IlInois Central Machinist.
Since the announcement that Pa
ducah shop employes will have directl
representation In managing the Palle-eh
Central hospital. mueh
ilk ht being indulged in as to RI
Ad) represent
the shops. He
Kelley is tipped as being the n
; hiniatir representatives, and Hai
Judd is tipped as representative
the wood working department. Roth
re popular young non and will mak•
•licelient directors.
With eerie dusk comes talk of a l
,eduction lu working hours in the
Illinois Central shope, and Novembe, ,
1st doubt-lees will bring an order fori
an eight-hour work da3. AA preeent I
the machine stops work nine hours.
1
• The force In the machine shops 18
full, and no more tnachinIste are
heing employed. Five have quit 1..
he past two weeks. and of seven ap-,
alicants for their places net a one
has been employed
New \epilog leleid.
Vladvoetok, (nit. le
!o news received' here f
'And of Sakhalin, a new
tootle
-piing and a large naptha lake hay,
been discovered near Nabilekey a Ii
The new fields are aaceionble to litre,
-teamers.
Grade 3Ieetings.
The monthly reading circle followed by fourteen grade meetinu
sesterday afternoon kept Supt. J •
a. Carnage and teachers busily ell gaged. Work in the Fr him!, was re- '
ported excellent.

Cole's Hot Blast is so perfect in construction that fire
keeps all night, and when the draft is opened in the morning will burn two or three hours with the fuel put in the
night before. No other stove does this. Fire, therefore,
never goes out, and the rooms are kept at an even ter*.
perature all the time.
-OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee a saving of one-third in fuel over any lower draft stowed"the
same size with soft coal or elects.
s-We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast to use less hard coal for heating a given space
than any base hunier made with same heating surface.
3-We guarantee that the rooms can be heated from one to two hotter' each morntog, with the soft coal or hard coal put in the stove the evening before.
4-We guarantee that the stove will hold bee with soft coal 36 hours
without attentk>n
5-We guarantee•uniform heal day and night, with soft coal, hard coal
or brake.
6--We guarantee every stove to remain absolutely air tight as tong as used.
7-We guarantee the feed door to be smoke and dust proof
The above guarantee is made with the understanding that the xi. •. e
be operated according to direction., and *et up with a good flue.

For Hard Coal Saves Half
The perfect control over the drafts, the slow economical
combustion and the large positive radiating surface make
Cole's Original Hot Blast the most economical and the best
Hard Coal stove made.

Simms s Stove
Burning
SOFT 4.0AL

Cole's ilot Blast is the modern heater and will save its
cost in bed every winter. Buy one for your home now.

Would You Lose $50.00 in Fuel to Save $1.00 on the Cost of Your Stove?
Th.t.
tt ,,,it 0.„ Ilen you buy a cia..tnly conctna-tel, puttyJointed, shoe,made imitation stove. lake all

su; ;

elite ms, Cole's original lit 111...st. has many infer-Mr Wittitans, avoid them.
They all lack tlic patented features and careful construction, which make the Original Hot Blast a great success.
They ;lo rot stay tiebt ;eel soon orkri scams ati,i cracks %Illicit render thorn worthless as tire keepers.
bee thc name
"(rele's Hot Blast from Chicago" on the feed door. tiorte genuine witheut it.

-Sold Only By-

Cr

Cash or
Credit

Cash or
Credit

Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
Important Sale of Women'. Coat Suits
Some of the very best bargains of

Style,Comfort,Dependability
of Quality,Economy of Price

the season will be on sale here the
coming week.

If

your size is

in the

assortment the price will be a money
saver tar you.

Prices range from $5

to $25 for the most wan ,,,i ftvhionable suits.

Stylish Skirts.
A big purchase of the new browue
navies and blacks are being received.
Skirts will he on sale here the coming week at from $1.25 up to $10.
$11.1s and $15 for handsome voiles
Waists at from 25c to $5 each. Children's pltieh and bear skin coats from
$2.75 up 'to $6. Children's cloth
coats from $1.95 to $3.50. Women'.
coats from $3.95 up to $25 and $30

firid all of these strongly featured in the merchandise
YOU'LL
now in Our Great October Sale. There ought to be lively

\,\

trading here. A Great Sale of Ready-to-Wear Apparel for Women
---Suits, Skirts, Coats, Furs, Waists and Petticoats, unusual value-giving in Dress Goods, Hosiery, Underwear, Staple Di), Goods
and Notions. The most tempting inducements in Men's and Boy's
Suits and other apparel. The best values, the greatest bargains
ever offered by any Shoe Store are now popularizing our Shoe
Balconys. It pays to come to the store that's being run for thrifty
people.

Clothing F
the Itlytt Store?
T6s store is
it)K a great steel:
suf M441.14
tall elate. veletes
which make It to every Man's Interest to come here. The sults are In
this fall's newest at)ie, checks,
mixed effects and browns, in wor
steds, cheviot and eassimeres. also
their) black. thibet. Sizes 34 to 42.
The new Schloss models are on
display heSai. Schloss clothes are perfectly tailored and of precise! fit, combining sterling workmanship with the
most tasteful fashions of the hour.
Known ever3where by good dresser
From ;I) It P.
Clothing StOrtis. $35 !suits priced
here for $25.
An. loll (Silting Virtir

111.ili31tED fly
Nt.111 0'04 811011 • CS.
1k.. 111111e• Me•rrs
liallumr• sad *N. Vert

A Great Sale of Autumn alillitiery.
Hundreds of Hats are flia itling
011t fiVt.0 Wt t 1,, but. new ones are
coming every day to till op the depleted. ranks. The prettiest hats In
the city and below what other stores
ask
Exquisite copies of New York's
most taking styles, superb creations,
hats in black or in colorS to match or
In cent:list with gowns.\Positive triumphs in millinery that'
Isisu should
see before! buying elsewhere. There'
is no store like Harbour's
you
mate to buy
where the great.-•
variety Is, where the most beaut;ml
Sty itin tire shown and where the best
values are to be had.

Great Vidoes in Autumn Drees Goods.
-rbi• prices are made low to make
It to your Interest to buy here. _Thrifts.
women will end It to their interest
"to look here Jor their dress goods
wants. A big •ssortment. of splendid
valuea at from 15e to 99c a yard may
be had here the coming week.
.11n Opportunity to Buy Knit Undernear and hosiery at Old Low
Prices.
Never have we offered better underweer and better hosiery at the
popular .low prices than will be on
sale here the coming week.

La
Fra
nce
SHO
E FOR

,WOMEN
HATEVER the shoe-quality that you prefer, you can
be sure it has been provided in the La France. To
the woman with tender feet, the La France proves the
embodiment of comfort. The business woman finds
the La France the most economical because of its sturdy durability
And every woman is delighted with the dainty beauty-the smart
tyle-and the perfect fit of this begt shoe for woman.
" Investigate the many merits of the La France. Let us show
the various popular lasts on which this splendid shoe is built you
-the
' unique Slyies-beautiful leathers-careful congruction. Then,
you have tried a single pair of the La France,you'H understand after.
why
those who wear it experience perfeet all-around shoe
-satisfaction.

L

Certainly von ought to um the new fa France Flembk Welt-"
comfortable than • turn," vih,rh a muilltnaie of women hare more
slmadv
discovered to be the delightful solution of thew footwear

problems.

SOLI) CeLY BY

Harbour's Departiment Store

Thousands of Pair% of Good shoes for
Men's at $2 0084 a Pair.
Boys' at $1.50 to $2.75 a pair.

Men. hors, Women and ChIldfleii.
Women's at $1,50 to $4 a
Pall
Children's at $1.00 to $2.00.

4

41

Harbour's,Department Store

Nor=th Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

